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ABSTRACT

Garcia, Brooke Lindsy. M.A. The University of Memphis. May 2015. A
Study of the Copper-Alloy Statuette of a Striding King from the Collection of the
Institute of Egyptian Art and Archaeology at the University of Memphis (UM/IEAA
1990.1.29). Major Professor: Patricia Podzorski, Ph.D.
The Institute of Egyptian Art and Archaeology at the University of Memphis
houses a copper-alloy statuette of an unknown Egyptian king. The small (10 cm) metal
figure is striding and wears a cap crown and shendyt kilt, but bears no identifying
inscription. In this study, I use visual, stylistic, and iconographic analyses to attempt to
determine how and when this sculpture was manufactured. Based on my examinations,
the piece appears to be hollow-cast in one piece with a rare lead core. It has been dated
to the reign of the Amarna Period ruler Akhenaten (ca. 1349-1336 B.C.). Based on a
comparison of the piece to a select number of royal Egyptian metal statuary, however, it
is my opinion that the IEAA statuette probably dates to the early Late Period.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

Purpose and Methodology of the Study
During the Third Intermediate, Late, and Ptolemaic periods (ca. 1070-32 B.C.),
the use of metal in Egyptian sculpture was exceedingly popular, and the sheer quantity of
metal sculpture with little or no provenience information makes understanding these
works very challenging. One such example of an Egyptian metal sculpture is a striding
statuette of an unknown Egyptian king (1990.1.29) that is currently on display in the
Egyptian Gallery in the Art Museum of the University of Memphis (Figures 1.1-1.2).1
This object is a part of a collection of over 1400 Egyptian artifacts that are curated by the
university’s Institute of Egyptian Art and Archaeology. The purpose of this thesis is to
conduct a detailed study of the IEAA statuette using visual and iconographic analyses of
the piece in addition to attempting to determine its method of manufacture and date by
means of stylistic comparisons using both recent scholarship in Egyptian metal statuary
and direct personal observation. Due to the lack of resources and prohibition of testing,
no physicochemical analysis, such as neutron activation analysis or proton-induced x-ray
emission, was used to study the statuette of the IEAA king.
Organization of the Study
This thesis is organized into five chapters. Chapter One describes my
methodologies, the provenance and publication history of the IEAA statuette, and an
overview of the previous scholarship concerning metal statuary. Chapter Two provides
1

I would like to thank Dr. Lorelei Corcoran, Director of the Institute of Egyptian Art and
Archaeology at the University of Memphis, for granting me permission to study UM/IEAA
1990.1.29 as the subject of my thesis.
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an in-depth visual analysis of the IEAA statuette, including the use of low (30x) and high
(50x) power magnification to examine the piece. Chapter Two also contains an
iconographic study of the IEAA statuette, which includes information about Egyptian
royal regalia and religious practices. Chapter Three begins with information about
Egyptian metallurgy practices, trends in the production of Egyptian metal sculpture, and
different functions of these objects in order to understand how and why Egyptian metal
statuary was manufactured. Combined with this information about Egyptian metallurgy,
I then use visual analysis to identify the possible methods of manufacture of the IEAA
statuette. Chapter Four provides summaries of the artistic trends in Egyptian metal
sculpture and employs stylistic analysis in order to determine when the IEAA statuette
may have been produced.2 The piece is compared to a representative sample of smallscale royal metal sculpture from known contexts as well as works dated through stylistic
analysis. Detailed object information and images of the IEAA statuette and all members
of the corpus are included in Appendix 1: Select Catalog of Royal Metal Statuary and
Appendix 2: Figures.3 Chapter Five presents my conclusions based on the visual,
iconographic, and stylistic analyses in the previous chapters. It also includes my
conclusions concerning how and when the IEAA statuette was manufactured.

2

Stylistic analysis, also called the comparative method, is defined by Barbara Mendoza
as “a way to date unprovenanced ancient Egyptian metal statuary” by “relating the
unprovenanced corpus to similar figures found in recorded archaeological contexts or dated
securely by other means.” Barbara Mendoza, “Methodology,” in Bronze Priests of Ancient Egypt
from the Middle Kingdom to the Graeco-Roman Period, BAR International Series 1886 (Oxford:
Archaeopress, 2008), 15.
3

Information in Appendix 1 is taken from museum catalog records and from Marsha
Hill’s catalog in Royal Bronze Statuary from Ancient Egypt: With Special Attention to the
Kneeling Pose (Leiden: Brill, 2004), 149-240.

2

Provenance, Proposed Dates, and Publication History of 1990.1.294
The IEAA statuette is uninscribed and does not come from a secure
archaeological context. In 1990, Mrs. Virginia Walton Brooks donated the piece to the
IEAA in memory of her late husband Berry Boswell Brooks of Memphis, TN. According
to an interview with their daughter, Mrs. Virginia Brooks Martin, this statuette and other
Egyptian objects were purchased by Mr. Brooks during a trip to Egypt in either 1947 or
1949.5 The statuette was acquired in Cairo from Egyptian antiquities dealer Maguid
Sameda, who sent the Brooks’ Egyptian acquisitions to Memphis in 1949 and included an
album of their collection. In this album, Sameda identified the statuette as Thutmose III
(ca. 1479-1425 B.C.) and reported it was found in Thebes.6 In 1954, the Brooks family
lent the piece to the Fogg Art Museum at Harvard University, and it was published in a
catalog for the exhibition. In this catalog, Egyptologist William Stevenson Smith
attributed this statuette as “possibly Dynasty 18, Reign of Akhenaten” (ca. 1349-1336
B.C.).7 At the time I began my study, IEAA museum records tentatively dated the
statuette to the Third Intermediate Period (ca. 1070-664 B.C.), based on the body type

4

All dates are B.C/A.D. Chronology in this thesis follows the usage of Hill in Royal
Bronze Statuary, who employed the chronology of the Department of Egyptian Art of the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, except I include the Twenty-Fifth with the Third
Intermediate Period—Hill separates this dynasty from both the Third Intermediate and Late
Periods while the Heilbrunn Timeline of Art History published by the Metropolitan Museum of
Art includes the Twenty-Fifth Dynasty with the Late Period. For more information and specific
sources, see Figure 1.3.
5

Virginia Brooks Martin, interview by Art Museum of the University of Memphis staff,
Memphis, TN, March 1996.
Maguid Sameda, “The Brooks Egyptian Collection” (Egypt: unpublished album, 1949),
entry 24 (UM/IEAA 1990.1.36).
6

7

Fogg Art Museum, Ancient Art in American Private Collections: A Loan Exhibition at
the Fogg Art Museum of Harvard University, December 28, 1954 - February 15, 1955
(Cambridge: Harvard University, 1954), 19 (cat. 29).

3

and other parallels.8 As stated in the previous section, one of the goals of my research is
to define an accurate date for the piece.
Using information from the Fogg Art Museum’s publication, the IEAA figurine
was later published in the eighth volume of The Topographical Bibliography of Ancient
Egyptian Hieroglyphic Texts, Statues, Reliefs, and Paintings, which focuses on statues of
unknown provenance.9 Again, based on its publication in the Fogg catalog, the IEAA
piece was also included in Marsha Hill’s publication Royal Bronze Statuary from Ancient
Egypt: With Special Attention to the Kneeling Pose.10
Previous Scholarship on Egyptian Metal Sculpture
Working with unprovenanced materials can be challenging, and early publications
of Egyptian metal sculpture are rare in comparison to books about Egyptian art in other
media. Statues de Divinités of the Catalogue Général by Georges Daressy, published in
1906, was the earliest major publication of ancient Egyptian sculpture that included a
large amount of metal statuary.11 However, Günther Roeder is commonly acknowledged
as the first scholar to systematically catalog bronze statuary in his works Ägyptische
Bronzewerke (1937) and Ägyptische Bronzefiguren (1956).12 Most other early references
IEAA, “1990.1.29: Statuette of a Striding King,” IEAA Ancient Egyptian Collection of
the University of Memphis, Filemaker Pro file (accessed January 31, 2014).
8

9

Jaromir Malek, The Topographical Bibliography of Ancient Egyptian Hieroglyphic
Texts, Statues, Reliefs, and Paintings, Volume 8: Objects of Provenance Not Known, Part I:
Royal Statues, Private Statues (Predynastic to Dynasty XVII) (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1999), 128 (entry 800-745-820).
10

Hill, Royal Bronze Statuary, 178 (cat. 63).

11

Georges Daressy, Catalogue Général des Antiquités Égyptiennes du Musée du Caire:
Statues de Divinités (Cairo: IFAO, 1906).
12

Günther Roeder, Ägyptische Bronzewerke (Hamburg/New York: J.J. Austin, 1937);
Günther Roeder, Ägyptische Bronzefiguren, 2 vols. (Berlin: Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, 1956).
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to Egyptian metal sculpture are individual entries in exhibition or museum collection
catalogs.
Metal statuary has been the subject of more studies and articles in recent years.
Jacques F. and Liliane Aubert’s 2001 work Bronzes et Or Egyptiens is extensive and a
good portion of the book discusses metal figurines of divinities.13 As mentioned
previously, Marsha Hill wrote Royal Bronze Statuary from Ancient Egypt in 2004, the
most extensive source of Egyptian royal bronze statuary that was an expansion of her
2001 dissertation; the work systematically catalogs all known royal male figures and
analyzes artistic trends in Egyptian cupreous statuary in all phases of Egyptian history up
to the Ptolemaic Period (ca. 332-30 B.C.).14 Barbara Mendoza compiled the 2008 catalog
Bronze Priests of Ancient Egypt from the Middle Kingdom to the Graeco-Roman Period,
which she specifically mentioned was produced to be used as a companion to Hill’s 2004
work, except rather than royal figures, the focus of this book is to catalog all priestly
bronze figures from ancient Egypt.15 Other articles about bronze statuary by Marsha Hill,
Deborah Schorsch, Robert Bianchi, Christiane Ziegler, and Eleni Vassilika have been
particularly relevant to this thesis.16 Information published in recent exhibition and
Jacques F. and Liliane Aubert, Bronzes et Or Egyptiens: Contributions à l’Egyptologie
11 (Paris: Éditions Cybèle, 2001).
13

14

Hill, Royal Bronze Statuary.

15

Barbara Mendoza, Bronze Priests of Ancient Egypt.

Marsha Hill, “A Bronze Statuette of Thutmose III,” Metropolitan Museum Journal 32
(1997): 5-18; Deborah Schorsch, “Technical Examinations of Ancient Egyptian Theriomorphic
Hollow Cast Bronzes – Some Case Studies,” in Conservation of Ancient Egyptian Materials, ed.
Sarah C. Watkins and Carol E. Brown (Kent: Whitstable Litho Ltd., 1988), 41-50; Robert Steven
Bianchi, “Egyptian Metal Statuary of the Third Intermediate Period (Circa 1070-656 BC), from
Its Egyptian Antecedents to Its Samian Examples,” in Small Bronze Sculpture from the Ancient
World (Malibu: J. Paul Getty Museum, 1990), 61-84; Robert Steven Bianchi, “Ancient Egyptian
Works of Art in Bronze,” in Egyptian Bronzes: Fondation Gandur pour l’Art (Bern: Till Schaap
16

5

collection catalogs that focus on or include large numbers of Egyptian metal statuary,
such as Gifts for the Gods: Images from Egyptian Temples, have also been extremely
influential.17 Without these works, I could not have written this thesis.

Edition, 2014), 11-24; Christiane Ziegler, "Les arts du métal à la Troisième Période
Intermédiaire,” in Tanis: L’or des pharaons (Paris: Association Française D'Action Artistique,
1987), 85-101; Christiane Ziegler, “Artistic Treasures, Realm of the Gods: The Arts of Metal in
the Egyptian Collections of the Fondation Gandur Pour L’Art,” in Egyptian Bronzes: Fondation
Gandur pour l’Art (Bern: Till Schaap Edition, 2014), 28-35; Eleni Vassilika, “Egyptian Bronze
Sculpture Before the Late Period,” in Chief of Seers: Egyptian Studies in Memory of Cyril Aldred,
ed. Elizabeth Goring, Nicolas Reeves, and John Ruffle (London/New York: Kegan Paul
International, 1997), 291-302.
17

Véronique Pittori and Noémie Monbaron, ed., Egyptian Bronzes: Fondation Gandur
pour l’Art (Bern: Till Schaap Edition, 2014); Marsha Hill, ed., Gifts for the Gods: Images from
Egyptian Temples (New York/London: Yale University Press, 2007).
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CHAPTER TWO
VISUAL AND ICONOGRAPHIC ANALYSES OF IEAA STATUETTE

I begin my study of the IEAA statuette by making a detailed visual examination
and iconographic analysis of the figure.1 Visual analysis (also known as formal analysis
or formalism) is “an approach to the appreciation and analysis of artefacts privileging
their formal or morphological qualities over (or without respect to) other aspects of a
work’s production, reception, subject-matter, or thematic significance.”2 Visual analysis
was the preferred method of early 20th century art historians until German art historian
Erwin Panofsky revolutionized the discipline by emphasizing meaning over form.
Panofsky defines iconography as “that branch of the history of art which concerns itself
with the subject matter or meaning of works of art, as opposed to their form.”3
Information gathered from both the visual analysis and iconographic study of the IEAA
statuette will aid in determining how and when the piece was manufactured.
Visual Analysis and Description
The IEAA statuette is 10.1 cm tall from the top of the cap crown to the bottom of
the tang, 2.1 cm wide from shoulder to shoulder, and 2.9 cm deep from the back to the
end of the left fist (Figures 2.1-2.2). Without the tang, the figure is 8.3 cm high, and in

In this chapter, I use the terms “left” and “right” in my descriptions of the IEAA
figure—these references are to the figure’s proper left and proper right.
1

2

Donald Preziosi, The Art of Art History: A Critical Anthology (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2009), 575.
Erwin Panofsky, “Iconography and Iconology: An Introduction to the Study of
Renaissance Art,” in The Art of Art History: A Critical Anthology (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2009; reprint, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1939), 220.
3

7

comparison to similar metal statuettes, it is relatively small.4 The overall surface of the
object appears smooth, but when examined closely, the surface has a slightly irregular
texture which may be the result of the surface corrosion, pitting, or irregularities of
manufacture, and under 50x magnification, micro cracks are visible over the entire
surface. Green and red corrosion products also cover large areas of the object’s surface,
but overall it appears dark reddish-brown in color.5
The IEAA statuette has a large, round head and wears a headdress which appears
to be a close-fitting cap crown (Figures 2.3-2.6).6 The crown measures 1.3 cm from the
end of the uraeus to the back of the skull. The cap crown has an incised brow band that
extends across the forehead from ear to ear. Noticeably missing from this cap crown, or
at the very least not easily visible, are tabs that usually appear at each end of the brow
band in front of the ears; these tabs are common in most depictions of cap crowns and
may have been used to more securely fit the cap crown to the head (Figures 2.7-2.8).7 On
4

See Appendix 1: Select Catalog of Royal Metal Statuary for measurements of metal
statuettes included in the corpus. The majority of statuettes are nearly 20 cm, if not taller. Hill
affirms my conclusions, saying that “most royal bronze statues measure 30 cm or below.” Hill,
Royal Bronze Statuary, 121.
5

Munsell Color, Munsell Soil Color Book, revised edition (Grand Rapids: Munsell Color,
2009), 5YR 2.5/2, 7.5YR 2.5/2. Using the Munsell Soil Color Book, I identified the general color
of the IEAA statuette as between very dark reddish brown (5YR 2.5/2) and very dark brown
(7.5YR 2.5/2). Light source was interior florescent lighting.
6

For more information about ancient Egyptian crowns, including the cap crown, see
Katja Goebs, “Crowns,” in Donald B. Redford, ed., Oxford Encyclopedia of Ancient Egypt, Vol. I
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001), 321-326. For more general information, see Christine
Strauss-Seeber, “Kronen,” in Wolfgang Helck and Wolfhart Westendorf, ed., Lexikon der
Ägyptologie, Band II (Wiesbaden: O. Harrassowitz, 1977), 811-816.
Tom Hardwick, “The Iconography of the Blue Crown in the New Kingdom,” Journal of
Egyptian Archaeology 89 (2003): 118. Hardwick labels these protrusions as “wings” on his
illustration of the khepresh crown, but the same features are almost always present on the cap
crown as well. Hill regularly refers to these protrusions as “tabs” in Royal Bronze Statuary, so
this is the term I employ here. For an example of her use of “tabs,” see cat. 193, p. 212.
7

8

top of the brow band, the uraeus projects above the forehead and has a single loop on
either side of its hood. Its tail extends across the crown of the head, curving to the right
and then back slightly to the left, and finishes by extending back across to the outermost
curve of the cap crown; overall this gives the top of the crown a ridged effect. There are
some indications of a neck band on the back of the crown, but it is unclear whether the
marks were intentional or a manufacturing defect. The left side of the crown is covered
in small metal disks that present an uneven texture, whereas the right side of the crown
appears smooth and lacks this ornamentation.8 This absence of decoration will be
discussed in Chapter Three.
The IEAA statuette has a delicate, oval-shaped face (refer to Figure 2.5). The
face itself is relatively small in proportion to the crown, comprising approximately 50%
of the entire length of the front of the head. The forehead is narrow, with the cap crown
sitting low on the brow. The figure’s face has a defined brow ridge with barely modeled
eyebrows—the end of the left brow fades out near the cheekbone and the end of the right
ends near the brow band. Four incised arcs join at the corners to create the pupil-less
eyes and the upper and lower eyelids, and these eyes create a wide, staring expression, or
rather lack of expression, on the face. Additionally, in profile, the nose appears rounded,
but when viewed from the front, it appears pointed. There is almost no space between the
projecting nose and rounded lips, and the width of the lips does not extend past the
nostrils. The cheeks are fleshy and the chin rounded, small, and defined. The ears are

8

Munsell Color, Munsell Soil Color Book, 2.5Y 3/1. Using the Munsell Soil Color Book,
I identified the color of the right side of the cap crown of the IEAA statuette as very dark grey
(2.5Y 3/1). Light source was interior florescent lighting.
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round and project from the head but are not pierced. Overall, the proportions of the face
and the expression in the eyes give the IEAA statuette an infantile, youthful appearance.9
The IEAA statuette has a wide, rather short neck that sits upon relatively wide,
rounded shoulders; the right shoulder is slightly less rounded and lower than the left
(Figures 2.9-2.10). Across the back of the neck is a very shallow, horizontal incision that
does not continue along the front. Despite the fact that the torso lacks well-defined
musculature, there are some indications of a slight division between the gently modeled
pectoral muscles. The waist is narrow in comparison to the chest but not overly thin as in
some metal statuary of the Third Intermediate Period. While the torso of the figure does
not exhibit bipartition—a vertical dividing line down the front of the body—it does show
a slight tripartition, with the chest, rib cage, and abdominal region modeled separately;
these divisions occur at the pectoral muscles and waist.10 The stomach is very slightly
rounded above the belt, and the navel is vertical, almost tear-drop shaped, slightly
rounded on the bottom and ending in a point at the top.
At one time, both arms of the figure extended forwards ending in clenched fists
(Figure 2.11, and refer to Figures 1.1 and 2.1), but the right arm is now missing just

9

For a detailed discussion about youthful proportions of the face, at least in relation to
sculptures of Amernhotep III, see: Claude Vandersleyen, “The Sculpture in the Round of
Amenhotep III: Types and Purposes,” in The Art of Amenhotep III: Art Historical Analysis,
Papers Presented the International Symposium Held at the Cleveland Museum of Art, Cleveland,
Ohio, 20-21 November 1987, ed. Lawrence Michael Berman (Cleveland: S.P. Mount Printing
Co., 1990), 1-6.
10

Bernard Bothmer, Herman de Meulenaere, and Hans Wolfgang Müller, Egyptian
Sculpture of the Late Period: 700 B.C. to A.D. 100, ed. Elizabeth Riefstahl (Brooklyn: Brooklyn
Museum of Art, 1960), xxxv. Bothmer also mentions that tripartition began appearing in
Egyptian art during the Saite period and, while bipartition was still occasionally used, tripartition
becomes the preferred style for the male torso during the Late Period.
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below the shoulder.11 The arm itself is now lost and was not included in the 1990
donation to the IEAA. Based on the position of the hands, it is possible that the figure
once held objects in one or both fists.12 It is unclear if the arms were cast separately and
joined to the body or cast in one piece; although on the figure’s back, there is a slight
change in color near the shoulders indicating that the arms may have been attached later.
However, this color change is not nearly as defined as shoulder joins visible in other
metal statuary (refer to Chapter 4 examples). The preserved left arm is thin and lacks
defined musculature. The thumb projects from the fist but no fingers are delineated.
There is a small depression on the underside of the fist and a larger, deeper depression on
the top; however, the fist is not pierced through.
The figure wears a partially modeled, incised, and undecorated shendyt kilt that is
topped by a wide, plain belt. The kilt sits below the figure’s narrow waist, is slightly
longer in the back than the front, and ends approximately at mid-thigh.13 The belt curves
very slightly across the hips, underneath the navel, and fits very close to the body.
The elongated, slender legs of the IEAA figure have modestly-defined
musculature. There are what appear to be either file marks or a fingerprint on the left
calf. At an unknown time period, before the object was donated to the IEAA but after its
purchase by the Brooks, the statuette appears to have been broken at the ankles and

Maguid Sameda, “The Brooks Egyptian Collection” (Egypt: unpublished album,
1949), photo accompanying entry 24.
11

12

For a list of standard offerings of metal statuary, see Hill, Royal Bronze Statuary, 124-

125.
13

While royal metal statuettes of the Third Intermediate Period occasionally wear other
garments, Hill affirms that the shendyt is the typical costume of the Late Period. For more
information, see Hill, Royal Bronze Statuary, 117.
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repaired.14 Both feet lack delineated toes and lie flat on the thin platform of the statuette,
making the striding pose of the figure appear static, a feature common of figural
representations in Egyptian art. The platform measures 3.0 cm long and 1.0 cm wide.
On the underside of the thin, uneven platform is a tapering tang or tenon, measuring 1.8
cm long and 0.9 cm wide. The tip of the tang was irregularly cut, and it is longer in the
front than the back.
Iconographic Analysis
As Egyptologist Krzystof Grzymski so eloquently explained, “Certain
conventions and symbols were used when depicting the king. The workmanship had to
be of superior quality, and the pose, regalia, and choice of material and color all had
symbolic meaning.”15 The IEAA statuette is costumed with several key iconographic
elements, and the most telling piece is the cap crown. Together with the presence of the
uraeus and the shendyt kilt, these affirmatively identify this metal statuette as a king.
Other elements, like the figure’s arm position, bare feet, striding pose, and infantile facial
features, are related to the piece’s royal and religious symbolism. It is these qualities that
separate “the image of a king from that of a mere mortal.”16
The cap crown is one of many headdresses an Egyptian king may wear. While it
appears in Egyptian art as early as the Thirteenth Dynasty (ca. 1802-1640 B.C.), the cap
crown becomes a standard royal attribute in the Amarna Period, and many scholars,
14

Both ankles are covered in a whitish-beige substance that is presumably some sort of
adhesive or soldering residue. In the 1949 photograph, the substance is not present. Refer to
Figures 2.1-2.4 and 2.13.
Krzysztof Grzymski, “Royal Statuary,” in Egyptian Art in the Age of the Pyramids
(New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1999), 51.
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including W.V. Davies and Sandra Collier, agree that the cap crown is the predecessor to
the khepresh, or blue crown.17 Typically, the cap crown conforms to the shape of the
head and can appear either decorated or undecorated in both relief and sculpture in the
round.18 When decorated, the surface of this headdress, as well as the khepresh crown,
have “closely-spaced circlets” or rings, which according to Davies are “probably
designed to represent stylized curls of hair” (Figure 2.12).19 However, when discussing
the khepresh crown, Collier mentions, “It is thought that the crown was made of leather
with circlets of metal attached like a form of armor,” and authors have discussed this
crown’s possible military connotations.20 Conventionally, the cap crown also includes a
brow band, which can extend around to the back of the neck, and with semi-circular or
rectangular-shaped tabs near the ears (refer to Figures 2.7-2.8). The Kushite cap crown, a
variant of the standard cap crown, is rounder and typically includes a thick, encircling
diadem and projecting double uraei.21 Davies stresses that the functions of the cap crown

W.V. Davies, “The Origin of the Blue Crown,” Journal of Egyptian Archaeology 68
(1982): 71, 75; Earl L. Ertman, “The Cap-Crown of Nefertiti: Its Function and Probable,” Journal
of the American Research Center in Egypt 13 (1976): 63; Sandra A. Collier, “The Crowns of the
Pharaoh: their Development, and Significance in Ancient Egyptian Kingship” (PhD diss.,
University of California, Los Angeles, 1996), 107-108. According to Ertman, the cap crown
during the Amarna period “follows the shape of the head. It is decorated with a uraeus on the
brow and has a sweatband,” and all but one example show the cap crown undecorated and not
painted.
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XXVth Dynasty (Bruxelles/Brooklyn: Fondation Égyptologique Reinie Élisabeth/Brooklyn
Museum, 1974), 12-13.
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are too varied to determine its specific uses or significance.22 However, Anthony Leahy
suggests that the Kushite cap crown, while technically a separate headdress from the
classical cap crown, may be an archaizing adaptation of the cap crowns from the New
Kingdom (ca. 1550–1070 B.C.).23 According to Collier, the cap crown, khepresh, and
Kushite cap crown “are [all] associated with Amun when the king is identified with this
god…”24 Earl Ertman states that the cap crown can refer to the king’s “role of son and/or
priest of a deity.”25 Like Ertman, Richard Fazzini discusses that the cap crown can be
“ecclesiastical in nature and worn by a king when his high priestly function was
emphasized,” but its significance may be “more complex,” especially when it appears on
“‘boy’-sized kings[s]” seated on the laps of their mothers or goddesses.26 Even though
the significance of the cap crown is still unclear, the cap crown of the IEAA statuette falls
within accepted depictions of the headdress, with stylized rings of hair (preserved only on
the left side) and a brow band.
A uraeus protrudes from the front of the cap crown of the IEAA statuette. Jack
Josephson described the archetypal uraeus as “an erect cobra with an extended hood,”
and this image would have “offered a threatening image to the viewer, who surely would
22
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correspondence with John R. Harris dated to June 19, 1974.
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International, 1997), 121-122.
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have known that the Egyptian cobra (Naja haje) expands its hood only when ready to
strike.”27 In this position, the uraeus has a dual meaning, representing the power of the
king and also protecting his person, and this meaning remained constant over its 3000
year period of use, despite the fact that the form of the uraeus changed over time.28
Stylistic variations of the uraeus include: the number and magnitude of loops under the
hood, how symmetrical these loops are, the position of the body of the snake, and the
presence of scales on the cobra.29 There is also a variant type of serpent introduced in the
fourth century B.C., whose flat-lying head represents the Egyptian viper in place of the
cobra.30 The uraeus on the IEAA statuette depicts the traditional cobra, complete with
the flaring hood, single loops to the left and right, and tail extending down the cap-crown,
and it serves as both a royal emblem and source of protection on the figure.
Another important iconographic accoutrement on the IEAA statuette is the
shendyt kilt. One of the preferred royal garments from the beginning of Egyptian history,
the shendyt kilt can appear plain, as it does on the IEAA statuette, or with vertical
pleats.31 The belt above the kilt can be inscribed with a cartouche containing the name of
the king, a feature that would have been very helpful in my study of the IEAA statuette.
Elite males like Montuemhat, fourth prophet of Amun during the Twenty-Fifth and
Twenty-Sixth Dynasties, also depicted themselves wearing the shendyt, demonstrating
Jack A. Josephson, “A Variant Type of the Uraeus in the Late Period,” Journal of the
American Research Center in Egypt 29 (1992): 123.
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that the garment is not exclusively royal (Figure 2.13). The presence of the shendyt
affirmatively identifies the IEAA figure as a king or elite male, and in combination with
the other royal insignia, reinforces that the figure is a king.
When the IEAA statuette was originally manufactured, it had two arms that
extended forward with clenched fists (refer to Figure 2.11). It is unusual for a metal
sculpture, especially one depicting a king, to have both hands extended forward in fists.
Typically, if both hands are in fists, one arm is at the side of the figure while the other
arm is extended. The other common position is for both arms to be extended forward
with both hands open and palms facing upwards or inwards. Interestingly, the only other
examples of metal figurines with the arms and hands in a position similar to the IEAA
statuette of which I am aware are Late Period (ca. 664-332 B.C.) composite deities
(Figures 2.14-2.16). In relief, it is common for kings to have both arms extended forward
with hands in fists clenching offerings to various deities or holding emblems of royal
authority, such as maces, canes, staves, scepters, plants, and fowl (Figures 2.17-2.18).32
It is unclear why the IEAA figure has this combination of arm and hand positions, as it is
sculpture in the round and the offerings or attributes are missing. Perhaps the figure once
carried symbols to multiple gods or was making a divine offering, thus requiring the
figure to hold more than one item. However, as the left hand is not pierced all the way
through, it is difficult to say what the figure could have been holding. Perhaps the right
hand was pierced, but without this part, understanding the missing offerings or attributes
of the piece is difficult.
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The feet of the IEAA statuette are bare for religious reasons. This practice is
attested as far back as the Early Dynastic Period (ca. 3100–2649 B.C.) and is even
emphasized on the Narmer Palette (Figures 2.19.1-2.19.2).33 According to William H.
Peck, the presence of the sandal-bearer on the recto and verso of this palette signifies that
sandals “were worn only for certain situations and removed in others.”34 It is common
for Egyptians to be represented barefoot, although there is evidence of sandals in material
culture made of leather and plant materials.35 Even though Narmer is barefoot while
overseeing and carrying out acts of kingship, the IEAA figure is most likely barefoot
because it was once in the presence of one or more gods.
The IEAA statuette is depicted in a stance known as the striding pose. This stance
is standard for male statues during the pharaonic period, and it appears in Egyptian art as
early as the late Predynastic Period (ca. 3300-3100 B.C.).36 The striding pose typically
consists of the left foot forward and the right foot back, with weight on the back leg and
with both feet lying flat. This pose is unnatural because if a living person is striding
forward, weight would be on the front foot and the back foot would not be flat to the
ground. Other poses typical of royalty in Egyptian art include: standing, kneeling, and
sitting.37
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The proportions of the face, lack of expression in the eyes, and lack of defined
musculature on the torso give the IEAA statuette an overall infantile or youthful
appearance. Hill mentions that the use of “childish” or infantile features occurs
sporadically in royal metal sculpture during the New Kingdom and Third Intermediate
periods and may demonstrate the age of the king at the time of manufacture or emphasize
the king’s role as the “offspring of a god.”38 The cap crown itself can also be another
youthful reference, as it is commonly worn by child-kings or gods seated on the laps of
their royal/divine mothers.39 Youthful appearance is also connected to the heb-sed
festival and royal rejuvenation. W. Raymond Johnson observed this occurrence in reliefs
of Amenhotep III at Luxor where, after his first jubilee, images of the king change from a
mature, mortal ruler to a youthful, divine form.40 The youthful appearance of the IEAA
statuette could indicate that this ruler was a young king, emphasize his connection to the
divine, or represent the king after a royal rejuvenation.
Conclusion
Overall, the IEAA statuette is a fine quality work of metal sculpture with some
evidence of age and wear. It has a delicate face and lack of musculature on the slightly
tripartite torso, and it exhibits some rare qualities such as the position of the hands and
arms and youthful appearance. Elements of the object, such as the cap crown, uraeus,
and shendyt kilt identify the figure as a king, and the arm position and bare feet hint at the
38
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figure’s participation in a religious ritual. Both visual and iconographic details described
in this chapter will be vital in the succeeding two chapters when discussing the possible
methods of manufacture and date of this work.
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CHAPTER THREE
METHOD OF MANUFACTURE: EGYPTIAN METALLURGY AND METAL
SCULPTURE

In order to understand Egyptian metal sculpture such as the IEAA statuette, it is
first necessary to become familiar with metallurgical techniques and processes, especially
related to copper and copper-alloys employed in ancient Egypt. Furthermore, studying
the development of metal sculpture in ancient Egypt and the functions of this type of
Egyptian metalwork will aid in the study of this work. Information concerning specific
casting techniques used in the manufacturing process will also help with the investigation
of this object’s rare lead core. All of the information provided in this chapter will help to
determine the possible method of manufacture of the IEAA statuette.
Ancient Egyptian Metallurgy
A pure metal is a substance that contains a single metallic element, while metal
alloys contain two or more elements.1 As defined by T.A. El-Bassyouni and M.A.
Moustafa, “Metallurgy is the art and science of procuring and adapting of metals to
satisfy human needs.”2 Egyptian metalsmiths used many different types and
combinations of metals to create both crude and complex objects. Although not generally
thought to be the first metalworking culture in the world, the Egyptians were

John T. Norton, “Structures of Metals and Alloys,” in Application of Science in
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manipulating metal as early as 7000 B.C.3 Egypt is also credited with the first
illustrations and texts referring to the practice of metalsmiths and metallurgy.4 The
earliest representation comes from the Old Kingdom (ca. 2649–2150 B.C.) mastaba of
Queen Meresankh III at Giza (Figure 3.1).5
Early in ancient Egyptian metalworking practice, metalsmiths primarily utilized
copper and gold. Copper in its pure form is called “native copper,” and while native
copper deposits do occur in Egypt, copper is usually found in Egypt in ores such as
malachite, cuprite, and atacamite.6 An ore is a naturally-occurring “rock body” that
contains both ore minerals, or valuable metallic components, and gangue minerals, other
non-valuable materials; ore deposits are mined so that the ore minerals can be extracted.7
In addition to metallurgy, copper and copper ores were used as colorants and in
medicines.8
Although copper was an undoubtedly popular material from an early period, the
metallurgical industry ultimately expanded to include arsenic, iron, lead, silver, tin, zinc,
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nickel, antimony, platinum, and mercury.9 In addition to these pure metallic forms,
Egyptian craftsmen produced alloys of two or more metals to satisfy certain needs.10 The
term “copper-alloy” refers to a manmade combination of different metals to create an
alloy in which copper is dominant.11 Common alloys include: bronze, a copper-tin alloy;
electrum, a gold-silver alloy; copper-lead alloy; copper-arsenic alloy; and brass, a copperzinc alloy.12 The term “bronze” is often used when referring to non-precious metal
statuary from the ancient world, but technically bronze is a copper-alloy with a tin
content of 2% to 16%, although according to Jack Ogden, “The majority of Egyptian
bronzes have up to around 10 percent tin.”13 The creation of this alloy was done to
produce a superior metallic product; bronze is stronger and harder and has a lower
melting point and greater fluidity than pure copper.
Metals appear to be different colors based on their purity and composition. For
example, native copper is light red in color, while most copper-alloys appear a darker,
reddish-brown; other metals like lead and tin are typically a dark grey color.14 However,
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color is not a reliable indicator of metal content and other methods of physicochemical
analysis are available.
In order to create these metals and their alloys, Egyptians first needed to obtain
the ores. Egyptians began mining copper and copper ores in the Predynastic Period (ca.
4500–3100 B.C.), and copper ores were obtained in both the Sinai and along the length of
the Eastern Desert into Nubia (Figure 3.2).15 Once mined, ores underwent a process
known as smelting, either at the mine or at a production site.16 Introduced around 4,000
B.C., the smelting process extracts the desired metal from the ore, leaving behind the
ores’ impurities in a byproduct known as slag, as well as the desired metals in a form
known as prills.17 In early Egyptian metallurgy practices, blowpipes were used to
maximize the heat for melting metals in clay crucibles (Figure 3.3, and refer to Figure
3.1).18
After ores were mined and smelted, the melted metals were then used to create a
variety of objects using three primary casting methods: open and two-part molding, direct
casting, and indirect casting.19 By the late Naqada II and Naqada III periods (ca. 3650–
3100 B.C.), casting using simple, open-molds was employed to fabricate copper tools
and weapons, and two-part molds were developed during the Old Kingdom.20
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Lost-wax casting, also known as cire perdue, allowed for more complex, detailed
shapes than open or two-part molds.21 Beginning in the Old Kingdom, the lost-wax
method allowed the sculptor to model figurines by hand in order to articulate every detail.
Small metal statues, as well as jewelry pieces and functional objects, were most
commonly cast using this method. Steps in the lost-wax method include:22
1. The sculptor creates the wax model. The “wax” was either a mixture of resin and oil
or resin and beeswax (Figure 3.4). The sculptor could also choose to form the wax
around a core of sand and clay to save on both wax and metal during the production
process; this is called a hollow cast, whereas solid cast only uses wax in the model.
2. The model is covered in clay.
3. This clay and wax object is heated to harden the clay and melt the wax. Details of the
model’s outer surface are now preserved in the hardened clay, creating a mold
(Figures 3.5.1 and 3.5.2).
4. Molten metal is poured into the clay mold.
5. Once cooled, the clay mold is broken and the metal object is ready for finishing.
Usually metal objects required cleaning, polishing, and the removing of casting
imperfections and sprues, thin metal protrusions created from pouring and vent holes
in the mold.
The difference between direct and indirect lost-wax casting is that using the direct
method, artisans created new, individual wax models for each metal work, whereas in the
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indirect method, multiple wax figures were produced by reuse of a single mold.23 These
direct and indirect wax models were utilized in the lost-wax method to cast both solid and
hollow metal works.24 Small metal statuettes were usually cast to nearly their final form,
with decorative details and separately-cast pieces added to the main figure post-firing.25
Evolution of Egyptian Metal Sculpture Production
Metal statuary as a subset of Egyptian sculpture evolved over time. According to
Grzymski, “Early textual evidence confirms that royal statues, particularly of copper and
gold, were manufactured in the Archaic and Old Kingdom Periods.”26 The most famous
examples of early metal statuary are the large Sixth Dynasty standing statues of Pepi I
and a smaller figure thought to be himself or his son (Figure 3.6).27 The earliest cast,
small-scale figurines date to the First Intermediate Period (ca. 2150–2030 B.C.).28 Solid
casting of metal statuettes appeared first, followed by hollow casting a short time later.29
Incised decoration also begins during this period (refer to Chapter 4 figures). During the
Middle Kingdom (ca. 2030–1640 B.C.), parts such as arms and attributes began to be cast
23
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separately and were then attached to the main body, using mortise-and-tenon or dowel
methods.30 Middle Kingdom metal sculpture depicts royalty, private individuals, and
divinities, suggesting that the use of metal statuary was already quite advanced by this
time.31
Most small metal figurines of the Second Intermediate Period and early New
Kingdom (ca. 1640-1349 B.C.) appear to be solid-cast, but hollow castings appear again
at the end of Dynasty 18.32 There are relatively few examples of copper-alloy statuary
from the New Kingdom, at least in comparison to amounts from later periods and,
according to Marsha Hill, only eight certain examples of royal metal figurines exist from
the New Kingdom.33 However, this is not necessarily an indicator that metal figurines
were melted down for reuse of metals since these statuettes were sacred.34 Despite the
lack of known New Kingdom examples, metalsmiths from the New Kingdom were
capable of advanced metalwork (refer to Chapter 4 figures).
During the Third Intermediate Period, the use of metals such as copper-alloy in
Egyptian statuary became increasingly popular and this rise continues into the Late
Period. 35 Ogden theorizes that more efficient methods of copper production were
introduced in the Third Intermediate Period, which explains the explosion of these
30
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objects at this time.36 In contrast, Marsha Hill suggests that Libyan rulers and officials
may have placed more emphasis on the “cultic role of kings,” increasing the amount of
metal statuary during this time.37 Anthony Leahy asserts that the rise in metal statuary
production could have been the result of a shortage of suitable stone or “was more in
keeping with the reduced ambitions of kings at the time,” who could continue the
Egyptian sculptural traditions of their predecessors more easily on a smaller scale in
metal rather than stone.38 Third Intermediate Period sculptors also prefer separatelyattached limbs, as opposed to casting objects in one piece.39 This period, as well as
rarely in the Late Period, is also known for very fine, thin-walled hollow castings, which
were prone to cracking and core expansion if the core retained moisture of any kind.40
According to Ogden, “the quality of workmanship of the Third Intermediate
Period figures is, on average, far better than those of the Late Period when, we must
assume, the rapid expansion of the industry led to much mass production of poor-quality
goods.”41 In order to minimize production time, copper-alloy statuettes from the Late
Period were often indirectly cast in one piece.42 Late Period metalsmiths added greater
quantities of lead to increase the fluidity of the molten copper-alloy during production,
36
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which allowed for the creation of more “complex shapes.”43 Furthermore, Leahy states
that in general, early Third Intermediate Period metal statuary usually depicts kings and
elites, but during the late Third Intermediate Period and Late Period, metal sculpture
focuses on representing deities in both animal and human forms.44
Functions and Religious Roles of Egyptian Metal Statuary
Egyptian metal statuary was manufactured to fulfill specific functions and roles in
everyday life and the afterlife. Günther Roeder, the first scholar to systematically
catalog Egyptian bronze statuary, reminds us that the most basic function of royal bronze
figurines is to represent the king.45 Statuettes also have been found in funerary contexts
of private individuals, and these private figurines may have served as shabtis or votive
offerings (Figure 3.7).46 Some metal figurines have loops on or behind the head;
examples with small loops were most likely amulets, like the gold Mut amulet from the
Fondation Gandur pour l’Art (FGA-ARCH-EG-489), while examples with large, heavy
loops may have been fastened to temple walls or attached to sculpture or furniture (Figure
3.8).47 Other statuettes were placed on metal or wooden poles, like the gold and silver
examples from the tomb of King Tutankhamun (Cairo JE 61665 and JE 61666; refer to
Chapter 4 figures). Metal figures can also be permanently attached to bases, like the
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silver and gold statuette of Amun from the British Museum (BM EA60006; Figure 3.9).
Due to the high quality of workmanship and use of precious metals, this figurine was
most likely a cult statue.48 In the small gold shrine of Tutankhamun (Cairo JE 61481), a
gilded ebony base was found with indentations for feet, suggesting that a metal statuette
was once affixed to it (Figure 3.10).49 Although it is uncertain if this statuette would
have been a divine or royal image, it allows us to understand more about the wider
function of metal statuettes in religious contexts.
Another common role for metal statuary in a religious context is understood
through the presence of a tang. A tang is a protrusion typically located on the underside
of a figure that is inserted into some form of base. Tang shapes changed over time and
can be used in dating statuettes. The majority of works from the New Kingdom have
round, more irregularly-shaped tangs, while tangs from the early Third Intermediate
Period vary in shape and size.50 Works from these periods typically have more than one
tang, cast either one on each foot of a striding figure or beneath the knees and feet of a
kneeling one.51 At the end of the Third Intermediate Period and during the Late Period,
tangs became flat and gradually tapering, and usually no more than two tangs were
used.52
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As stated previously, if a statuette has a tang, it must have been inserted into some
form of base, and these figures commonly had ritual functions.53 Statuettes with tangs
were inserted into the decks of processional barques and later on top of the god’s shrine
itself (Figure 3.11).54 They both venerated the god as it traveled while also protecting
and preserving the sacred space around it. Essentially, they functioned as “actors” in
temple ritual.55 As members of the sacred bark, these figurines then both worshipped the
image of the god in place of the living king, but were also sacred themselves.56 Statuettes
with tangs could also be incorporated into statue groups and/or worship an individual
image of a deity (Figures 3.12-3.13).
Because of their sacred functions, metal statuettes in temples would not have been
melted down for reuse, but instead, they had to be ritually buried when they were no
longer in use.57 Large caches of metal figurines, primarily of divinities, have been
discovered in situ in such places as the Sacred Animal Necropolis at Saqqara (Figure
3.14). Some pieces were found wrapped in linen in “pristine condition” (Figure 3.15).58
Sue Davies claims “it is unclear whether the linen wrappings functioned simply to protect
the bronzes or if they were also intended to symbolize mummy bandages.”59 Christina
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Riggs claims that wrapped objects “operated as cultural metaphors for the hidden nature
of the divine and, by extension, royal power and the social hierarchy,” and that
unwrapping the objects removed their sacredness and secretive character.60 However, not
all metal objects remained buried; as mentioned in tomb robbery papyri like Papyrus BM
EA10052, looters would steal statues, masks, and other metal objects from tombs and
temples to melt them down.61 Looters then later used the melted down gold, silver, and
other metals for their monetary value.62 If metal objects did remain buried, some
unwrapped objects begin to corrode over the course of their long entombment, but
corrosion can also begin once these pieces are removed from their burial. Red and green
are two of many possible colors of corrosion products for copper.63
Metal Skin and Core of the IEAA Statuette
There is obvious damage to the IEAA statuette, but it is from this damage that an
interesting feature of the piece has become visible: a thin, lighter metal skin over a darker
metal core. As mentioned in the previous chapter, the right arm of this object is broken
off just below the shoulder (Figure 3.16.1). Additionally, the majority of the right side of
the crown has lost its surface decoration and is darker in color than the outer skin, while
the left side of the crown is decorated with small circlets (Figure 3.16.2). At first glance,
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this difference in decoration seems unusual, but upon closer examination of the rear of
the crown, there appears to be a loss of the metal surface layer on the right side, resulting
in the exposure of the darker inner material. Damage to the right arm and right side of
the cap crown allows for the visual examination of this piece’s interior: the figure appears
to be hollow-cast, with one type of metal in the core, and another type covering it. The
outer metal layer is extremely thin and reddish-brown in color, while the metal core is
grey and darker, perhaps indicating that these metals are copper-alloy and lead,
respectively.64 Under 50x magnification, separation is visible between these layers.
Although uncommon, there is archaeological evidence for hollow cast statuettes
with a metal inner core. One example is this fragmentary statuette of a priest, dated to
the Third Intermediate Period or Late Period (Figures 3.17.1-3.17.3).65 Deborah
Schorsch has also observed lead “clumps”, “slabs”, and “bundles” inside Late Period
metal cat sarcophagi (Figure 3.18). Further parallels of this practice of metal over a
metal core are also seen in the Near East, for example, in the over life-size statue of
Queen Napir-Asu (Louvre Sb 2731; Figure 3.19).66
It is likely that these hollow cast figures were filled with metal after initial
casting. After observing this phenomenon in animal figurines, Schorsch suggests that
hollow cast figures were filled with powder or small pieces of solid, unalloyed lead after
64
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the initial casting of the outer copper-alloy skin, and the lead-filled figures were then
heated, liquefying and fusing the lead to the interior of the figurines.67 This is possible
because lead has a lower melting point than copper or copper alloys. The melting point
of pure copper is 1083°C, the melting point of pure lead is 327°C, and the melting point
for copper-alloys can vary between around 800-1005°C, depending on the composition of
the alloy.68

Lead corrosion can build up between the lead core and the copper-alloy

skin, sometimes with “enough force to break through bronze walls,” which may account
for the lead core now being visible and for the loss of the right arm.69
On the other hand, Lucas speculates that different alloys of similar metals could
be used in the casting of a single object if first one piece is cast and then dipped “into a
molten mass of the [copper] alloy after which the whole was re-chased and polished.”70
However, he only mentions examples of tools and situlae that were fabricated with this
technique.71 Lucas does mention that lead was sometimes used “as a core for bronze
statuettes” but does not elaborate on the process.72
Point of Lead Insertion
Based on the presence of the dark metal on both the cap crown and broken arm,
this may be how the IEAA statuette was cast: hollow copper-alloy form filled with
crushed or powdered lead through a small hole and heated. A close examination of
67
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photographs of the statuette revealed two areas on the rear of the piece which might
represent patched holes, possibly indicating where the lead was inserted into the body
cavity (Figure 3.20). Given the regular, round form of the upper mark, it is more likely
that this was a sprue or vent hole that was later removed. The lower mark is more
irregularly shaped and may be the possible insertion point of the lead core.
This metal core raises several questions. How was the original core used in the
casting process removed? Why was this done? And how was the insertion point
removed/covered over? Hill mentions that the Egyptians did not usually remove original
core materials, so it must have been done to the IEAA statuette for a specific reason.73
One possible explanation for the use of lead in the core was perhaps as a stabilizer for the
very thin copper-alloy outer casing.
Copper and Lead Prices
Another explanation for the use of less copper-alloy and the insertion of a lead
core is perhaps because of a scarcity and/or increase in the price of copper. According to
Jac Janssen in his work Commodity Prices from the Ramessid Period, one deben of lead
during the late New Kingdom may have been cost as little as half a deben of copper or
between 4 and 5 ½ debens of copper, depending on the different papyri sources.74
However, Janssen postulates that this more expensive lead may have in fact been tin.
Assuming that lead was half the price of copper when the IEAA statuette was cast, it
could be possible that lead was inserted after removing the sand/clay core to stabilize the
thin copper-alloy walls during a period of copper scarcity. Lead could also only have
73
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been inserted into the appendages of the piece, like the head, arms, and legs, to stabilize
just those specific areas (refer to Figure 3.16).
Conclusion
Understanding Egyptian metallurgy, metal sculpture production, and their
functions has allowed me to discover some interesting facts about the IEAA statuette.
First, based on the reddish-brown and grey colors, I have concluded that the piece is
primarily made of an unknown copper-alloy skin and a lead core. Second, the presence
of the tapering tang indicates that the figure was at one time inserted into some form of
base and perhaps fulfilled some religious role as an element on a processional barque or
member of a statue group. Finally, the presence of lead indicates that the IEAA piece
incorporates a rather rare and still somewhat mysterious method of manufacture.
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CHAPTER FOUR
DATING: ARTISTIC TRENDS IN METAL SCULPTURE AND EXAMPLES

As discussed in the previous chapter, metal sculpture is known to have existed in
ancient Egypt since Early Dynastic times.1 However, the earliest archaeological
examples date to the Old Kingdom. In order to place the IEAA statuette within its proper
art historical context, a brief review of dynastic Egyptian metal sculpture from the New
Kingdom to the Ptolemaic Period will be presented below. This context will then aid in
my attempt to assign the IEAA king to a specific period in ancient Egyptian history.
When attempting to arrive at a possible date of manufacture for the IEAA statue,
the presence of specific attributes or stylistic features allows us to immediately eliminate
certain time periods from consideration. It is unlikely that the IEAA figure dates before
the New Kingdom since the cap crown does not appear in Egyptian art in any media until
the Thirteenth Dynasty.2 In addition, metal statuettes of kings from the Old Kingdom are
extremely rare, and there are only a few examples from the Middle Kingdom.3
According to both Grzymski and Hill, most small-scale metal sculpture from the late Old
Kingdom, First Intermediate Period, and early Middle Kingdom depicts gods or nonroyal individuals.4 Given the scarcity of royal metal sculpture in these periods and the
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presence of the cap crown on the IEAA statuette, I am confident in concluding that this
king was not manufactured before the New Kingdom.
I have also excluded royal metal sculpture from the Twenty-Fifth Dynasty (ca.
712–664 B.C.) and the Roman Period (30 B.C.–364 A.D.) from consideration based on
their use of specific attributes and stylistic elements that clearly are unlike the IEAA
king. Figures from the Twenty-Fifth Dynasty feature distinctly Nubian attributes such as
a neck piece, rounded cap crown with thick diadem around the head, and double uraei.5
Male figures from the Twenty-Fifth Dynasty can also feature thick limbs, round faces,
and more pronounced abdomens.6 Like the Twenty-Fifth Dynasty examples, Roman
metal figures are relatively easily identified based on their distinctive stylistic elements,
including idiosyncratic features, such as aged facial features and body parts, or the
presence of distinctly Roman dress as opposed to Egyptian garments.7 Additionally,
Roman Period royal metal figures sometimes used Egyptian-inspired, or Egyptianizing,
elements rather than canonical iconography.8 Roman metal statuary can also be dated by
what Hill describes as a “tiny kilt,” common on both royal and divine metal statuary.9 It
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is my opinion that the IEAA statuette cannot date to the Twenty-Fifth Dynasty or Roman
Period because of the clear dissimilarities in iconography and style with metal sculpture
from these two periods.
Included in this chapter are comparisons of the IEAA statuette to royal metal
sculpture from the New Kingdom through the Ptolemaic Period. The majority of my
examples were selected based on the following criteria: figures must appear as an adult
male, represent a king, be made of metal (with copper-alloy being preferred), and
measure less than 30 cm tall.10 Some of these works are inscribed and therefore
identifiable as specific rulers, while others have been dated stylistically by scholars. Not
strictly conforming to the requirements are the following entries: two juvenile pieces, a
Twenty-Fifth Dynasty child-god or Hapocrates figure and a divine son sitting on the lap
of his mother. Including these outliers, all examples were carefully chosen for their
stylistic similarities or dissimilarities to the IEAA statuette.11 I will focus on the
following key features when making comparisons to the IEAA statuette: the rendering of
the facial features, especially the eyes, lips, and nose; the muscle definition in the limbs
and torso; the division of the torso; and the treatment of the abdomen. Other features,
such as the decoration of the cap crown and shape of the tang, will also be analyzed as
applicable. The results of these comparisons will aid in determining when this royal
figurine was manufactured.
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New Kingdom Metal Sculpture (ca. 1550-1070 B.C.)
There are relatively few examples of copper-alloy statuary from the New
Kingdom, at least in comparison to those from later periods in Egyptian history.12
Despite this, metalsmiths from the New Kingdom were definitely capable of advanced
work. New Kingdom royal metal statuary generally conform to known images of rulers,
or in other words, these figures in metal parallel identified royal images in other media.13
For example, pierced ears appear on images of the king during the Amarna period; all of
the examples depicting Tutankhamun included in this chapter have pierced ears.14 In
addition, Hill mentions that during the New Kingdom, the measurements from the hip to
the knee are lengthened “to emphasize the grace and balance of the pose.”15
New Kingdom Comparisons
Thutmose III (ca. 1479–1425 B.C.). Because Maguid Sameda identified the
IEAA statuette as Thutmose III, I have included the kneeling copper-alloy statuette of
Thutmose III, currently at the Metropolitan Museum of Art (1995.21), in this study
(Figures 4.1.1-4.1.2). Hill and Schorsch claim that this figure helps define “the
development of a clear bronze statuary tradition.”16 The authors identified the royal
figure based on inscriptional and stylistic evidence, and in her 2004 publication, Hill
summarizes the conclusions made in her 1997 article, declaring, “Even were the name of
the king not included, the arch of the brow, shape of the mouth, particular shape of the
12
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khat and position of the uraeus would point to Thutmose III as the identity of [this
piece].”17 In this representation, Thutmose III has thin lips and eyes with gilded cosmetic
lines, features unlike the IEAA king. The muscles in his right arm and torso are defined,
especially when viewed from the side. Like the IEAA piece, Thutmose III wears a
shendyt kilt, but it sits a little lower on the hips below a rounded belly. However, unlike
the IEAA king, Thutmose III’s waist is very narrow in proportion to the shoulders, and
the four tangs underneath the figure are circular in cross section.
Amarna and Post-Amarna Periods (ca. 1349-1295 B.C.). As mentioned in
Chapter One, William Stevenson Smith attributed the IEAA statuette as “possibly
Dynasty 18, Reign of Akhenaten.” Included in this group are several metal figurines
dating to the Amarna or immediate Post-Amarna periods, including: the standing statuette
of an Amarna king from the Walters Art Museum (54.406), the gold and silver staff
terminals from the tomb of Tutankhamun (Cairo JE 61665 and JE 61666), and the
kneeling Tutankhamun from the University of Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and
Anthropology (E14295).
The standing copper-alloy statuette of an Amarna king from the Walters Art
Museum exhibits several key features of the Amarna style, including an exaggerated,
rounded belly and horizontal rather than vertical navel (Figure 4.2). The figure’s facial
features are very unlike those of the IEAA statuette, especially because the nose is large
and wide and the length of the lips extends past the nostrils. This Amarna king lacks
defined musculature in the arms and the torso, and Hill mentions that the figure is rather
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unusual because of this “slackness,” leading her to doubt its authenticity.18 However,
Günther Roeder notes that the Walters Amarna king is similar in pose to the gold and
silver terminals of Tutankhamun, and Hill later agrees that the seemingly odd “features
are to some degree normalized” when comparing these three pieces. 19
Part of the collections of the Egyptian Museum in Cairo, the gold and silver staff
terminals were discovered by Howard Carter in the tomb of Tutankhamun (Figures 4.34.4). Nicolas Reeves and Marsha Hill both identify the figures on the terminals as the
boy king.20 Hill describes them as “childish,” most likely because of their wide eyes,
lack of upper body musculature, and short legs.21 These figures also lack defined
musculature in the arms and legs and have rounded bellies with circular navels, high
waists, and pierced ears. Both noses are small but projecting, and the lips on the silver
Tutankhamun barely pass the length of the nostrils, features similar to the face of the
IEAA statuette. However, the lips of the gold Tutankhamun are longer than those of the
IEAA piece. The circles on the blue crowns of both figures are incised and depressed in
the center, a treatment that is different from the raised discs on the IEAA king’s cap
crown.
The statuette of another Amarna king, possibly Tutankhamun, currently displayed
at the University of Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, also
features an exaggerated, rounded belly, typical of the Amarna and immediate Post18
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Amarna styles (Figure 4.5.1-4.5.2). This black-bronze work is commonly accepted as
depicting Tutankhamun because of the similar “rotund and undeveloped shape of the
face” that is also present in works from the tomb of Tutankhamun, such as the gold and
silver finials.22 This Tutankhamun’s nose is wide but has been damaged. The lips are
full, and their length does not extend past the nostrils, in a manner similar to the lips of
the IEAA figure. Tutankhamun’s waist is narrow, hips are large, and belly curves deeply
over his kilt, all features similar to the Walters Amarna king, but this king has barely
defined pectoral muscles, like the IEAA work. This Tutankhamun also has a round belly
button and pierced ears like the gold and silver staff terminals.
All four Amarna kings have similarities, like their high, narrow waists, distended
bellies, pierced ears, and “horizontally pleated wrapped kilts (or sash-kilts).”23 These
resemblances help distinguish them as a group but also show that the IEAA statuette is
very different from these Amarna kings. However, when examining the profile of the
head, the IEAA statuette does seem to share some common facial features with the
Amarna style, the projecting nose, small lips, and extended skull (Figure 4.6, and refer
back to Figures 4.6.2 and 2.3-2.4). Perhaps this is where Smith’s date originated.
Ramesside Period (ca. 1295-1070 B.C). In order to exclude the Nineteenth and
Twentieth Dynasties as potential dates for the IEAA statuette, I have included two bronze
figures depicting kings from these dynasties. It is important to remember that datable
royal figurines from the Ramesside Period are extremely rare. Hill notes that statuettes
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from the reigns of Ramesses V through Ramesses IX are “striding and relatively large,
perhaps about an average of 25 cm, although none is preserved to an important degree.”24
A private collector in Geneva currently owns the only known representation of
Ramesses II in metal (Figure 4.7). In form it resembles the kneeling statuette of
Thutmose III, from the khat headdress to the treatment of the delineated toes. It has been
identified as Ramesses II based on an inscription on the upper right arm and stylistically
based on its “youthful features” that parallel stone sculptural images of this king.25
Although it is difficult to see based on the position of the distorted arm, Ramesses II
appears to have a narrow waist, defined musculature in the torso, and long, smiling lips.
The treatment of the eyes is very different from those of the IEAA statuette, as Ramesses
II’s eyes are larger and emphasize the palpebral folds. Based on the photograph, I cannot
determine the shape of the figure’s belly. However, the figure’s shoulders are wide and
the arms were separately attached, features more in common with the Thutmose III
bronze than the IEAA statuette.
Included in the collections of the Fitzwilliam Museum in Cambridge is a copperalloy torso of Ramesses V (Fitzwilliam E.213.1954), which was identified based on an
inscription on the figure’s belt (Figure 4.8).26 “The king is preserved from just above the
navel to the hem of his kilt,” and the full figure was most likely striding.27 Based on the
current preservation of the figure, the treatment of the torso, muscle definition, and facial
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features cannot be discussed. However, the king does appear to have a round navel
similar to those exhibited on the Amarna and Post-Amarna examples and dissimilar to the
IEAA figure.
It is unlikely that the IEAA statuette represents Thutmose III or an Amarna or
Ramesside king. The figure of Thutmose III from the Metropolitan Museum of Art has
very different facial features and muscle definition than is seen on the IEAA king, as well
as a narrower waist. Furthermore, despite the similarity in the facial profile, the IEAA
statuette does not exhibit the obvious attributes of the Amarna style, like the extreme
rounded belly; the IEAA king also does not share much in common with the post-Amarna
features of the three Tutankhamun figures, aside from the lack of defined musculature.
The rendering of the circlets on the blue crowns on the Tutankhamun terminals is also
different than the decoration on the IEAA king’s cap crown. Furthermore, this statuette
also does not exhibit some of the shared attributes of these Amarna and Post-Amarna
figures, such as the “sash-kilts” or pierced ears. The figure of Ramesses II shares more in
common with Thutmose III than the IEAA statuette. It is difficult to compare the torso of
Ramesses V to the IEAA king because so what little remains of the Fitzwilliam figure,
but at the very least the navels are dissimilar. Based on these findings, it does not appear
that the IEAA figure dates to the New Kingdom.
Third Intermediate Period Metal Sculpture (ca. 1070-712 B.C.)
As discussed in the previous chapter, metal statuary production rapidly increases
in the Third Intermediate Period. Works early in this period contrast broad shoulders
with narrow waists and emphasize elongated legs; these trends demonstrate that the
Egyptians begin to change the canon for body proportions from those emphasized in
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earlier art.28 Third Intermediate Period metalsmiths also begin to emphasize dividing the
torso into three sections (tripartition), which can be useful in stylistic dating because it
supersedes the previous standard of two torso sections (bipartition) in Egyptian art.29
Bothmer defines bipartitioning as the vertical bisection through the use of a median line
running from the sternum to the navel that divides the torso in half, while tripartitioning
divides the torso into three distinct parts: “the chest, rib cage, and abdominal region.”30
Bianchi stresses that archaism was also emphasized in metal sculpture starting in the late
Twenty-Second Dynasty.31 During the Third Intermediate Period, there is also an
increase in decoration on metal sculpture, with gold leaf and color inlays becoming
standard. Figural decorations, commonly images of gods, were incised directly onto the
surface of the statue and then inlaid with gold wire.32 However, these decorations
diminish in popularity by the end of the period.33 It should be noted that royal metal
figures can have pierced ears in the Third Intermediate Period, carrying on the stylistic
tradition of the late New Kingdom, but they never appear on kings after the TwentyFourth Dynasty.34
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Third Intermediate Period Comparisons
A striding silver and gold statuette of a Twenty-First Dynasty king from the
Museé du Louvre (E 27431) wears a cap crown similar to that of the IEAA statuette
(Figure 4.9.1-4.9.2). Originally dated to the Nineteenth Dynasty and identified as Seti I,
this piece was redated by both Russmann and Hill to the Third Intermediate Period, based
primarily on the facial features and torso.35 The lips of the Louvre king are similar to the
IEAA statuette, not extending past the nostrils, but they are fuller; the eyes are larger and
were once inlaid. The torso is narrow and elongated, the navel is round, and the abdomen
is rounded underneath it. The figure’s waist is also rather low when viewed from the
front. Moreover, the Louvre figure has pierced ears. The treatment of the cap crown on
the IEAA statuette and the Twenty-first Dynasty Louvre king are very different because,
although both exhibit the small circlet decoration, the IEAA circlets are raised while the
other king’s are sunk. Furthermore, the cap crown of the Louvre king has tabs, which are
not present on the cap crown of the IEAA statuette. Instead, the brow band of the IEAA
statuette extends from ear to ear, and on the Louvre king, the band ends at the semicircular tabs. The shendyt kilt on the Louvre king is pleated and longer than the kilt on
the IEAA figure, as the garment extends almost to the top of the knees.
Another royal Third Intermediate Period metal figure is the striding statuette of
Osorkon I at the Brooklyn Museum (57.92), dating to the Twenty-Second Dynasty
(Figures 4.10.1-4.10.2). Osorkon I is wearing a long shendyt kilt that extends to the
lower thigh with gilded details made from inset gold wire. Figural decorations and
cartouches are also inlaid in gold on this statuette. The facial features of Osorkon are
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distinct, with a pointed nose and slight upturn to the lips, and his belly is only slightly
rounded under a circular navel. However, the torso is thicker than that of the Louvre
king, somewhat similar to the IEAA statuette. Osorkon I’s smooth limbs and the hint of
defined musculature in the torso are also similar to those of the IEAA king.
The copper-alloy statuette of King Peftjaubast, a ruler who married into the
Libyan Twenty-Third Dynasty, from the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston (1977.16), is
vastly different from the IEAA statuette (Figure 4.11).36 This piece was dated both from
the inscription and stylistically by Russmann, who also declares that the use of both
Kushite and northern Third Intermediate Period styles in this figure may have been
chosen deliberately by Peftjaubast as an affirmation of his royal status and acceptance of
Kushite rule.37 This piece is often considered a precursor to the Kushite style because of
its emphasis on “strength and simplicity.”38 This strength is obvious in the body
proportions, with the thick neck and limbs, as well as the wide torso and shoulders, and
all of these are very different from the IEAA piece. The length of Peftjaubast’s lips does
not extend past the nostrils like the IEAA statuette, but they are thinner. The nose is pert
and the eyes slightly rounder than the eyes of the IEAA king. The torso of Peftjaubast is
thick, and his muscles are larger, with the pectoral muscles barely defined. There is some
resemblance between the rendering of the abdomens of Peftjaubast and the IEAA king, as
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they both curve very slightly under the navel. Additionally, Peftjaubast’s figure has four
tangs underneath the knees and feet, but they are “roughly rectangular” and perhaps
reflect the transition to tapering tangs seen in later periods as opposed to the rounded
tangs of Thutmose III.39 Peftjaubast’s cap crown is also similar to a Kushite cap crown
but features a single uraeus.
The online museum catalog from the Walters Art Museum states that the Third
Intermediate Period kneeling statuette of Usermaatre Sotepenimen (Walters 54.2093)
bears a “name [that] was very common for kings of the Ramesside and Third
Intermediate periods” (Figure 4.12).40 I have included it in the Third Intermediate Period
section based on Hill’s designation of it as likely being from this period.41 Like the
IEAA statuette, the Walters king has a small face in proportion to the cranium, and a lack
of defined musculature in the torso, except for barely modeled pectoral muscles. The
belly is somewhat rounder, and the waist is lower. The torso does appear to be tripartite.
However, the facial features of the Walters kneeling king are very different because of
his wider eyes, longer lips, and modeled eyebrows and cosmetic lines. The piece was
included in my corpus to demonstrate the continuation of childlike features in metal
statuary already attested during the New Kingdom. The smoothed musculature in
particular is an important parallel to the IEAA figure.
The last Third Intermediate comparison is a bronze and gold statuette of a childgod, dated by Bianchi to the Twenty-Fifth Dynasty because of the double uraei on the cap
39
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crown (FGA-ARCH-EG-361; Figure 4.13).42 This figure is included here and not in the
proceeding subsection because it is a non-royal figure and because it exhibits more
similarities with the other Third Intermediate Period examples than with examples from
the Twenty-Fifth Dynasty. The extremely elongated, tripartite torso of the child-god is
similar to other Third Intermediate royal statuary, such as the Louvre king, but the torso
is also bipartite, unlike the IEAA statuette. The pectoral muscles of this king are also
clearly defined, but the child-god’s limbs are thinner and less muscular than these
features would appear on other Twenty-Fifth Dynasty metal statuary, appearing more like
the limbs of the IEAA statuette. The waist of the child-god is higher, similar to the IEAA
statuette. Furthermore, the brow band of this figures’s cap crown is not like the diadem
of the Kushite cap crown but instead is thin and extends from ear to ear with no visible
tabs; this brow band is strikingly similar to the one on the IEAA figure’s cap crown.
The IEAA statuette shares some similarities with every example from the Third
Intermediate Period. The Louvre king has a similar nose, lips, and somewhat smoothed
musculature, but it has an elongated torso and rounder belly that is unlike the IEAA
piece; in general, Third Intermediate Period torsos are more elongated. The shendyt kilts
on early Third Intermediate Period figures are also longer than the kilt on the IEAA
figure, generally extending to just above the knees and are pleated. However, the
smoothed musculature of the Walters king’s torso and the thickness of Osorkon I’s torso
are important parallels.
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Late Period Metal Sculpture (ca. 664-332 B.C.)
As mentioned in Chapter Three, the general aesthetic quality of metal sculpture in
the Late Period declined, probably due to the increase in mass-production of these works.
Inlays and other decorative features begin to go out of style in the Twenty-Fifth and
Twenty-Sixth Dynasties.43 However, the tripartite torso from the Third Intermediate
Period continues to be popular during the Late Period.44 There are varying stylistic
trends during the Late Period, and this variation makes it difficult to securely identify
royal metal representations, especially because stylistically some works are parallel to
known royal images in stone or relief while others do not conform to these images.45
Furthermore, the generic royal image becomes more popular, as opposed to specific
depictions for each ruler, and bodily proportions become more standardized.46 The Late
Period also emphasizes more robust upper bodies, large thighs, and realistic
proportions.47 However, Russmann states that in the first decades of the Twenty-sixth
Dynasty, “a slightly more slender version of this figure type…came to be preferred.”48
Late Period Comparisons
Currently in the Metropolitan Museum of Art is a copper-alloy statuette of the
Twenty-Sixth Dynasty king Amasis (35.9.3), who exemplifies the Late Period heavy
body proportions with thicker torso and limbs (Figure 4.14). Like the IEAA statuette,
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Amasis wears a shendyt kilt without incised pleats, but the kilt is decorated with his name
in gold. Amasis’s belt is wide and undecorated, his navel seems vertical and oval in
shape with a point at the top, his nemes headdress sits low on his forehead, and the
proportions of his shorter torso are similar to those of the IEAA piece. Nevertheless,
Amasis’ overall larger appearance is vastly different. His face is doughy, eyes wide and
piercing, and lips long and large. His limbs are heavy and torso muscles defined.
A bronze king from the Staatliche Museum Ägyptischer Kunst (SMÄK ÄS 6043)
is very dissimilar in to the IEAA king (Figure 4.15.1-4.15.3) This figure is kneeling with
lowered arms outstretched and palms open and wears a broad collar and pleated shendyt
kilt that were incised into the wax figure model. In facial features and in the rounded
belly, this king differs from the IEAA figure. However, the waist of the SMÄK figure is
higher than those seen in Third Intermediate Period examples. The SMÄK king also has
defined pectoral muscles, almost like female breasts in profile, and a very defined,
bipartite torso. Despite these differences, this kneeling king is included in this chapter on
account of the treatment of the circles on its blue crown. Instead of incised circles like
those on the blue crowns of the gold and silver staff terminals of Tutankhamun, or
circular-depressions such as the ones on the Louvre king’s cap crown, the circlets on the
blue crown of the SMÄK king are raised, like the ones on the IEAA statuette; Hill
describes them as “raised discs.”49 This is the only other example of the raised stylized
curls of hair that I have found aside from those on the IEAA figure’s cap crown.
Two additional kneeling royal figures, one from the British Museum (EA64369
and the other from the Nelson-Atkins Museum of Fine Art (53-13), are grouped together
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here for their similar dates (Figures 4.16-4.17). Bothmer dates the Nelson-Atkins piece
to the Twenty-Ninth Dynasty, but Myśliwiec suggests both kings are more parallel to
Saite representations; nevertheless, Myśliwiec lists both kings under the Twenty-Ninth
Dynasty.50 The British Museum king has lips like those of the IEAA figure, the length of
which do not extend past the nostrils. On both the British Museum and Nelson-Atkins
Museum kings, the treatment of the eyes and brow ridge (with the four arcs creating eyes
and eyelids and a modeled ridge with no incised brows), the slightly curving bellies, and
the proportions of their high waists and short torsos resemble the IEAA statuette. On the
other hand, their tripartite torsos are more robust and have more defined musculature than
the striding king
Dated by museum staff to the Twenty-Sixth through Thirty-First Dynasty, the
bronze king offering to an ichneumon in the Brooklyn Museum (76.105.2) is one of the
few striding royal figures I could find that dates to the Late Period (Figure 4.18.1-4.18.2).
This figure has a wide nose, long lips, almond-shaped eyes, and a defined brow ridge.
The treatment of the eyes is similar to the IEAA king, although less carefully rendered.
This work has smoothed musculature on the torso and limbs, like the IEAA figure, but is
even more simply executed with no indication of muscles in the torso and no obvious
tripartition or bipartition. This king has long, slender arms but short, robust legs.
However, like the IEAA piece, this king has no delineated toes or fingers, and the feet lie
flat on a narrow base. This figure also wears a cap crown, but the headdress is
undecorated and the large uraeus projects vertically from the top of the crown.
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There is no one Late Period statuette that is an exact parallel to the IEAA piece,
but the king from the University of Memphis shares some details with each Late Period
example. Most of the Late Period kings have similarly-shaped eyes. The lips on the
British Museum king parallel the IEAA work. The raised circlets on the blue crown of the
Staatliche Museum Ägyptisher Kunst king are the exact same decorative style as used on
the cap crown of the IEAA king. However, most examples have robust Late Period
upper bodies and more defined musculature of the limbs and torso, while the limbs are
thinner and the musculature is smoothed on the IEAA statuette. The proportions of the
short torso and higher waist are similar, however, because while the waists on Late
Period examples do curve in, they are not high and the torsos are not elongated like some
on the Third Intermediate Period examples.
Late Period/Ptolemaic Period Metal Sculpture (ca. 688-30 B.C.)
Two works have been separated from the Late Period comparisons because they
potentially date to the Ptolemaic Period. Dating works in these periods can be difficult
because at least until around 250 B.C., Ptolemaic rulers continued the sculptural
traditions of their Late Period predecessors.51 Generally, Macedonian and Ptolemaic
kings are also portrayed with particularly round, fleshy faces.52 Royal metal sculpture
from the Ptolemaic Period could also be produced in a more Hellenistic style, like the
bronze statuette of Ptolemy II shown with elements Herakles and Alexander the Great
(Figure 4.19).53 Like this example, Ptolemaic bronzes could have more relaxed,
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Hellenistic body forms, exhibit heavily-defined musculature in the torso and limbs, and
utilize Greek iconography. Included below are works from the Late Period/Ptolemaic
Period that are Egyptian rather than Greek in style because the IEAA statuette obviously
does not exhibit traits of the Hellenistic style.
Late Period/Ptolemaic Period Comparisons
In the possession of the Fondation Gandur pour l’Art is a statue of a divine son
sitting on the lap of his goddess mother (FGA-ARCH-EG-128; Figure 4.20.1-4.20.2).
This figure is dated by Bianchi from the Twenty-Sixth Dynasty through the Ptolemaic
Period.54 It is included in the corpus because of the body type and cap crown of the
divine son. Resemblances in the thin limbs and undefined musculature are present in both
royal males, although the divine son has no divisions in the torso. The Fondation figure’s
cap crown is undecorated, but has a very thin brown band that extends to the ear on the
left side (right side is not visible). In other words, this crown has no visible tabs, just like
the cap crown on the IEAA statuette, but unlike this figure, the headdress on the
Fondation divine son includes a sidelock. The ears are also similar to the ears of the
IEAA king, as they are oval-shaped with a small depression in the interior but without
other articulated details. Furthermore, although not pictured, the base at the feet of the
divine mother has “a thin, rectangular tenon” projecting from it, which may be like the
tang on the IEAA statuette.55
The other Late Period/Ptolemaic Period comparison is located at the Museé d’Art
et d’Histoire (MAH) in Geneva (MAH D 215; Figure 4.21.1-4.21.2). This striding
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copper-alloy statue, although currently dated by museum staff to the Thirtieth Dynasty,
parallels Ptolemaic styles. Russmann concludes that this piece is not Saite or Kushite
because of the “high, round dome of the skullcap,” and suggests it dates to the Thirtieth
Dynasty or Ptolemaic Period, while Hill identifies the figure as possibly several different
Ptolemaic rulers.56 This king has a very robust upper torso, more realisticallyproportioned body, and round, doughy face. However, his plain belt curves slightly
under the navel and the torso is somewhat shorter, features very similar to those of the
IEAA figure. While his skullcap is elongated, the uraeus on this headdress loops on each
side and curves back up the crown, features again similar to those of the IEAA statuette.
The IEAA statuette shares some details with depictions of Late Period/Ptolemaic
royalty. The fact that crowns of both the divine son and the IEAA piece have no tabs is
significant, especially because most standard cap crowns and blue crowns in all media
have this feature. Furthermore, the thin limbs of both these works are significant. While
the IEAA statuette does not share many similarities with the MAH king, the bulging,
curving uraeus and the proportions of the torso are important parallels.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSIONS

There is a vast quantity of ancient Egyptian metal sculpture that exists in both
museums and private collections around the world, and many of these works remain
unstudied. In order to bring Egyptian metal statuary like the IEAA statuette to scholarly
attention, we must continue to analyze them in order to increase our understanding of this
subset of Egyptian art. The purpose of this thesis is to closely examine one of these
objects, the striding statuette of an unknown king from the collection of the Institute of
Egyptian Art and Archaeology at the University of Memphis (1990.1.29). Through close
visual, stylistic, and iconographic analysis of the piece, as well as careful comparison
with other examples of small-scale royal metal sculpture throughout Egyptian history, I
have identified affinities between the IEAA figure and certain other works. This has
allowed me to refine our understanding of the place of the statuette within the corpus of
royal metal sculpture and enabled me present a nuanced interpretation of the reasons for
certain physical features of the piece, including the small, childlike face and smooth
limbs combined with adult body proportions. It has also given me a basis from which to
theorize on how and when this piece was manufactured.
Art Historical and Iconographic Analyses
Based on my observations in Chapter Two and the comparisons made in Chapter
Four, it is my opinion that the IEAA statuette was probably created as a youthful
representation of a king. As mentioned in Chapter Two, the IEAA figurine has a
somewhat infantile appearance because of the smoothed musculature in the limbs and
torso, the small size of the face in proportion to the head, and the large, staring eyes.
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When comparing the IEAA figure to the gold and silver staff terminals of Tutankhamun,
the figure of Usermaatre Sotepenimen, the Kushite child-god, and the Late
Period/Ptolemaic Period divine son, it is clear that all share smooth musculature of the
limbs and torso, although the torso is more defined in the Kushite child-god.
Furthermore, all of these figures have a proportionately small face, where the height of
the face is almost equal to the height of the headdress. Works like the Thutmose III
bronze and silver Louvre kings have faces that are proportionally large compared to the
overall size of their heads and headdresses. The IEAA statuette may have been created
for a king who was perhaps still a young ruler who, in this instance, wanted to be
depicted with a youthful appearance – perhaps after a jubilee or rejuvenation. Similar to
Hill’s interpretation of the “childish” figure of Usermaatre Sotepenimen (refer to Figure
4.12), the IEAA statuette with a juvenile appearance would explain the smoothed
rendering of the muscles in the torso, arms, and legs as well as the wide, staring eyes but
also explain why the figure exhibits some adult features, such as longer legs and a
shendyt kilt.1
The IEAA statuette also exhibits the unusual feature of both arms extended
forward with clenched fists (refer to Figure 2.11). As discussed in Chapter Two, it is not
at all typical for royal metal statuary to exhibit this pose, and I have only observed similar
arm positions in metal sculpture of Late Period composite deities or in reliefs (refer to
Figures 2.14-2.16). As the IEAA statuette lacks any attributes that might have been used
in temple ritual, I cannot say why the arms and hands are in this position. However, this
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arrangement, like the statuette’s youthful form, contributes to the distinctive overall
appearance of the IEAA king.
Method of Manufacture
Based solely on the visual evidence, it appears that the IEAA statuette originally
may have been hollow-cast using the lost wax method. The casting core was later
removed, and then the piece was filled with another darker metal. Although there is a
slight visible color change near the shoulders on the back, the IEAA figure was mostly
likely cast in one piece, as these marks are not like the clearly defined joins of figures
with separately cast arms in my catalog (refer to Figures 4.1.1-4.1.2, 4.7, 4.10.1-4.10.2,
and 4.11). Furthermore, as mentioned in Chapter Three, I determined that based on
color, the thin, reddish-brown outer skin of the IEAA statuette is probably a copper-alloy,
and the grey core is most likely lead.
Solid lead, in the form of powder or small lumps, may have been introduced
through a hole at the rear of the figurine. Once the lead had been inserted, the statuette
was reheated to a temperature just hot enough to melt the lead but not the copper-alloy
outer skin. The insertion point was probably then sealed and smoothed over, making it
difficult to observe post-production. Lead corrosion eventually built up between the
copper-alloy skin and the lead core, causing weakness between the layers. This may have
resulted in the outer layer of copper alloy flaking off in some areas, as is visible in the
right side of the cap crown. The two metals are most clearly visible at the break in the
right arm (refer to Figure 3.14.1). While this method of manufacture is not unique, it is
rare.
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It is my conclusion that the lead core was inserted into the IEAA statuette because
of the need to stabilize the very thin copper-alloy skin. The high price of copper verses
lead in the Ramesside period might suggest that the thin copper-alloy skin was used in
the IEAA statuette because of a scarcity or costliness of copper, but I find this unlikely.2
Given the vast quantities of copper-alloy statuettes that were created after the New
Kingdom, it is more likely that metalsmiths inserted the lead for other reasons. Although
Schorsch does not theorize about these lead cores, only saying that “the significance of
the lead remains unclear,” it is my belief that the copper-alloy skin is so thin that it
needed to be stabilized, requiring one of these lead cores.3 The thin metal skin might
have been an error in manufacturing, possibly during the initial creation of the sand and
wax model. In other words, when sculptors created the model, they might not have put
enough wax around the sand core, creating the particularly thin cast. After initial casting,
sculptors noticed this error and decided to add a lead core to stabilize the piece.
Dating
I am confident in my opinion that the IEAA statuette does not date to the Old
Kingdom, First Intermediate Period, Middle Kingdom, New Kingdom, Twenty-Fifth
Dynasty, Ptolemaic, or Roman Period. My opinion is based on the examination of
attributes and stylistic features observed in the IEAA statuette and direct comparisons
with other examples of metal statuary as discussedd in Chapter Four. Features of the
IEAA figure are too dissimilar to both stylistic trends and examples of metal sculpture
from these periods.
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The piece does share some stylistic similarities with works from the Third
Intermediate Period, such as the tripartite torso. As stated in the previous chapter, the lips
of the silver Louvre king resemble the lips of the IEAA statuette, and the musculature of
the Osorkon I and Usermaatre Sotepenimen figures are also similar. However, there are
also dissimilarities between the IEAA statuette and the Third Intermediate Period kings.
Proportions of the IEAA’s torso are unlike the elongated midsections of the Third
Intermediate Period comparisons like the silver Louvre king and the Kushite child-god.
The shendyt kilts of the early Third Intermediate Period kings in particular are also longer
and pleated, and the figures’ abdomens are rounder. Based on the stylistic traits I focused
on in Chapter Four, I believe the dissimilarities of statuettes from the Third Intermediate
Period outweigh the similarities, making the Third Intermediate Period unlikely as the
period of manufacture for the IEAA piece.
I believe the IEAA statuette most likely dates to the Late Period because of the
treatment of the torso and overall lack of defined musculature. Proportions of the
tripartite torsos in the Late Period are shorter than those in the Third Intermediate Period.
Furthermore, if indeed the IEAA statuette depicts a youthful king as theorized above, the
overall slimness of the limbs could have been intended to enhance the infantile
appearance of the work and to deliberately contrast it with the robust proportions typical
in adult Late Period metal sculpture.
The form and decoration of blue and cap crowns in the Late Period versus the
Third Intermediate Period also leads me to believe that the IEAA statuette probably dates
to the Late Period. The circular decoration on the Third Intermediate Period cap crowns
are either inscribed circles or round depressions, as seen in the Louvre king and the figure
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of Peftjaubast. Some Late Period blue and cap crowns are undecorated, as visible in the
Brooklyn Museum’s king with ichneumon and the Fondation divine son. However, the
Late Period cap crown can include raised discs, exemplified by the blue crown of the
SMÄK king; the cap crown of the IEAA king also has these distinctive raised discs. In
addition to the cap crown’s surface decoration, I believe the form of the brow band and
tabs on the blue and cap crowns are also an indication of a later date. On the cap crown
of Louvre king, there are large, semicircular tabs near the ears and the brow band is quite
thick, features also present on both the blue crowns of the gold and silver Tutankhamun
terminals. On the other hand, the brow bands on the SMÄK, British Museum, and
Nelson-Atkins kings, as well as the Fondation divine son, are all narrow. There are no
tabs on the crown of the divine son or the MAH king, parallels to the IEAA work.
However, the blue crowns of the British Museum and SMÄK kings do have tabs, perhaps
making the presence of tabs on the blue and cap crowns a less reliable indication of date.
Manufacturing technique may also be an indicator of date. Although the Third
Intermediate Period is known for thin-walled hollow castings, like the IEAA statuette,
Ogden mentions that this method is also attested in the Late Period.4 However, as
mentioned in Chapter Three, figures from the Third Intermediate Period favor separatelyattached limbs as opposed to casting in one piece. As discussed in the previous section, it
is my opinion that the IEAA figure was cast in one piece based on the observations made
in my visual analysis, and the Late Period is known for one-piece casting.5 The lead core
may also be an indicator of a date, as the earliest example of an Egyptian metal core I am
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aware of is the head, torso, and right leg of a priest dated by Russmann to the TwentyFifth or Twenty-Sixth Dynasties.6 The two cat sarcophagi with lead cores from
Schorsch’s article are both dated by museum staff to the Late through Ptolemaic periods. 7
The tapering tang of the IEAA king may also be an indicator of a Late Period date.
Tangs in the New Kingdom are round, Third Intermediate Period tangs are more
irregularly-shaped and vary in form, but tangs in the Late Period are flat and gradually
tapering, just as the tang of the IEAA statuette. From both images and written
descriptions, I discovered that the Fondation Mother Goddess and Divine Son and the
MAH king have either have one or two tangs attached to a platform, again like the IEAA
king.8 Based on this evidence, the Late Period seems a likely date for this piece.
Although I think it likely, I am hesitant to absolutely and conclusively attribute
the IEAA statuette to the early part of the Late Period without scientific analysis of the
composition of the copper-alloy. Knowing the specific percentages of each metal in the
copper-alloy of the IEAA statuette would aid in determining the time period in which it
was produced, as the percentages change over time.9 However, based on the stylistic

6

Russmann, “Statue of a Man,” 110.

“Cat, 04.2.472,” Metropolitan Museum of Art, © 2000–2015, accessed March 10, 2015,
http://www.metmuseum.org/collection/the-collection-online/search/552027; “Cat, 10.130.1332,”
Metropolitan Museum of Art, © 2000–2015, accessed March 10, 2015,
http://www.metmuseum.org/collection/the-collection-online/search/570740.
7

8

For more information, see Appendix 1: Select Catalog of Royal Metal Sculpture.

Odgen briefly addresses metal compositions of copper-tin alloys in Ogden, “Metals,”
153-154. Ogden also mentions here that J. Riederer has published on the subject. Refer to the
following articles: J. Riederer, “Die datierung Aegyptischer bronzehohlguesse mit hilfe der
thermolumineszenz-analyse,” SAK 6 (1978): 163-168; J. Riederer, “Metal Analysis of Egyptian
Bronzes,” Revue d’Archaemetric 3 (1981): 239-243.
9
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features and manufacturing techniques described above, I believe the Late Period is most
likely when the piece was manufactured.
Final Thoughts
The IEAA statuette is a rare example of royal metal sculpture that has no exact
parallel in Egyptian art. The purpose of this thesis was to bring scholarly attention to this
figure by highlighting its distinctive features, such as the rare iconographic and
manufacturing elements, inlcuding as the figure’s infantile form, the position of the arms
and hands, and the lead core; furthermore, with this thesis I wanted to identify a date for
the piece. I hope my study of the IEAA statuette will aid future scholars in the analysis
of lead cores in Egyptian metal statuary and in interpreting youthful figures of Late
Period kings.
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APPENDIX 1: SELECT CATALOG OF ROYAL METAL STATUARY1

1. Name: IEAA Statuette (Figures 1.1-1.2, 2.1-2.6, 2.9-2.11, 3.16.1-3.16.2, 3.20)
Date: Late Period
Dated By: Brooke Garcia
Current Location: Institute of Egyptian Art and Archaeology, Memphis, TN
Accession/Object Number: 1990.1.29
Provenience: Egypt (Thebes?)
Brief Description: Striding figure on platform, right arm missing
Crown: Cap crown
Tang: One, tapering, attached to thin platform
Media/Manufacture: Copper-alloy, lead; hollow-cast with additional lead core
Height: With tang, 10.1 cm
Reference: Hill cat. 63, p. 178
2. Name: Kneeling Statuette of Thutmose III (Figures 4.1.1-4.1.2)
Date: New Kingdom, Dynasty 18
Dated By: Marsha Hill and Deborah Schorsch
Current Location: Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, NY
Accession/Object Number: 1995.21
Provenience: Egypt
Brief Description: Kneeling, right arm holding nw pot
Crown: Khat headdress
Tang: Four, long, rounded, beneath knees and feet
Media/Manufacture: Black bronze, gold inlay; solid-cast, with separately-attached
arms
Height: With tangs, approximately 17.1 cm
Reference: Hill cat.1, p.150-151; plate 2, p. 287
3. Name: Standing Statuette of an Amarna King (Figure 4.2)
Date: New Kingdom, Dynasty 18, Amarna Period
Dated By: Günther Roeder, Marsha Hill
Current Location: Walters Art Museum, Baltimore, MD
Accession/Object Number: 54.406
Provenience: Medinet Gurob, Egypt
Brief Description: Standing, arms at sides, traces of gilding
Crown: Wig with uraeus
Tang: None, metal platform under feet
Media/Manufacture: Bronze, gilding; solid-cast
1

The majority of information in this catalog is taken from museum collection records and
Marsha Hill, Royal Bronze Statuary from Ancient Egypt: With Special Attention to the Kneeling
Pose (Leiden/Boston: Brill/Styx, 2004), 149-240. Hill includes additional references in her
entries for the pieces in her catalog, so I have omitted them from mine for the sake of brevity.
For objects lacking a reference from Hill, I have provided an alternate source.
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Height: 10.2 cm
Reference: Hill cat. 43, p. 171; plate 4, p. 289
4. Name: Gold Staff Terminal of Tutankhamun (Figure 4.3)
Date: New Kingdom, Dynasty 18, Post-Amarna Period, reign of Tutankhamun
Dated By: Nicolas Reeves, Marsha Hill
Current Location: Egyptian Museum in Cairo, Cairo, Egypt
Accession/Object Number: JE 61665
Provenience: Tomb of Tutankhamun (KV62), Valley of the Kings, Egypt
Brief Description: Standing, arms at sides, palms open facing backwards
Crown: Blue crown
Tang: None, metal platform under feet
Media/Manufacture: Gold; solid-cast
Height: 9 cm (staff 131 cm)
Reference: Hill plate 4, p. 289; I.E.S. Edwards, The Treasures of Tutankhamun
(Hardmondswork, Middlesex: Penguin Books, 1976), cat. 22.
5. Name: Silver Staff Terminal of Tutankhamun (Figure 4.4)
Date: New Kingdom, Dynasty 18, post-Amarna Period, reign of Tutankhamun
Dated By: Nicolas Reeves, Marsha Hill
Current Location: Egyptian Museum in Cairo, Cairo, Egypt
Accession/Object Number: JE 61666
Provenience: Tomb of Tutankhamun (KV62), Valley of the Kings, Egypt
Brief Description: Standing, arms at sides, palms open facing backwards
Crown: Blue crown
Tang: None, metal platform under feet
Media/Manufacture: Silver; solid-cast
Height: 9 cm? (staff 131.7 cm)
Reference: Hawass, Zahi. King Tutankhamun: The Treasures of the Tomb (London:
Thames and Hudson, 2007), 81.
6. Name: Kneeling Statuette of Tutankhamun (Figures 4.5.1-4.5.2)
Date: New Kingdom, Dynasty 18, Post-Amarna Period
Dated By: B. Fishman and S.J. Fleming
Current Location: University of Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and
Anthropology, Philadelphia, PA
Accession/Object Number: E14295
Provenience: Egypt (Thebes?)
Brief Description: Kneeling, arms missing
Crown: Nemes headress
Tang: Evidence of two beneath knees, probably two more would have been under the
feet
Media/Manufacture: Black bronze, gold inlays; hollow-cast, separately-attached
arms
Height: 23 cm
Reference: Hill cat. 284, p. 235-236; plate 5, p. 290
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7. Name: Kneeling Statuette of Ramesses II (Figure 4.7)
Date: New Kingdom, Dynasty 19
Dated By: Inscription, Marsha Hill
Current Location: private collection, Geneva, Switzerland
Accession/Object Number: N/A
Provenience: Unknown
Brief Description: Kneeling, left arm holding Maat, right arm distorted, inlay on
right eye missing
Crown: Khat headdress
Tang: Four, beneath knees and feet; tangs under feet narrow
Media/Manufacture: Bronze, gold inlays, stone-inlaid eyes; hollow-cast, core
removed (visible from large opening on underside of figure)
Height: 22 cm
Reference: Hill cat. 3, p. 151-152; plate 6, p. 291
8. Name: Torso of Ramesses V (Figure 4.8)
Date: New Kingdom, Dynasty 20
Dated By: Inscription
Current Location: Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge, England, UK
Accession/Object Number: E.213.1954
Provenience: Egypt
Brief Description: Striding, fragment from mid-chest to bottom of kilt
Crown: N/A
Tang: N/A
Media/Manufacture: Bronze; hollow-cast, thick walls
Height: 11 cm
Reference: Hill cat. 4, p. 152
9. Name: Striding Statuette of a King Offering Maat (Figures 4.9.1-4.9.2)
Date: Third Intermediate Period, Dynasty 21
Dated By: Museum staff, Marsha Hill
Current Location: Museé du Louvre, Paris, France
Accession/Object Number: E 27431
Provenience: Unknown
Brief Description: Striding, left arm holding goddess Maat
Crown: Cap crown
Tang: Two, rounded, attached to each foot
Media/Manufacture: Gold-plated silver; separately-attached arms
Height: 19.5 cm
Reference: Hill plate 14, p. 279; Jaromir Malek, Egypt: 4000 Years of Art (London:
Phaidon Press Limited, 2003), 279.
10. Name: Striding Statuette of Osorkon I (Figures 4.10.1-4.10.2)
Date: Third Intermediate Period, Dynasty 22
Dated By: Inscription, museum staff
Current Location: Brooklyn Museum of Art, Brooklyn, NY
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Accession/Object Number: 57.92
Provenience: Shibin el-Qanatir at Heliopolis, Egypt
Brief Description: Striding, right arm missing, legs broken in the calf area
Crown: Khat headdress
Tang: N/A
Media/Manufacture: Black bronze, gold inlay; hollow-cast, separately-attached
arms
Height: 14.1 cm
Reference: Hill cat. 10, p. 154-155; plate 11, p. 296
11. Name: Kneeling Statuette of King Peftjaubast (Figure 4.11)
Date: Third Intermediate Period, Dynasty 23
Dated By: Inscription, museum staff, Marsha Hill
Current Location: Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, MA
Accession/Object Number: 1977.16
Provenience: Egypt, (Middle Egypt?)
Brief Description: Kneeling, arms outstretched, open palms facing inwards
Crown: Cap crown, Kushite in style but with a single uraeus
Tang: Four roughly rectangular tangs underneath knees and feet
Media/Manufacture: Bronze; hollow-cast, core visible through hole in lower rear
side
Height: 19.68 cm
Reference: Hill cat. 15, p. 157-158; plate 23, p. 308
12. Name: Kneeling Statuette of Usermaatre Sotepenimen (Figure 4.12)
Date: Third Intermediate Period, 900-700 B.C.
Dated By: Inscription, Marsha Hill
Current Location: Walters Art Museum, Baltimore, MD
Accession/Object Number: 54.2093
Provenience: Egypt
Brief Description: Kneeling, arms missing, youthful/childish appearance
Crown: Nemes headress, missing uraeus
Tang: Two long, thick, and T-shaped tangs under knees and feet
Media/Manufacture: Bronze; hollow-cast
Height: 20.6 cm
Reference: Hill cat. 44, p. 171; plate 17, p. 302
13. Name: Sitting Statuette of a Kushite Child-God (Figure 4.13)
Date: Third Intermediate Period, Dynasty 25
Dated By: Kushite regalia; Robert Bianchi
Current Location: Fondation Gandur pour l’Art, Geneva, Switzerland
Accession/Object Number: FGA-ARCH-EG-361
Provenience: Unknown
Brief Description: Sitting with arms at side, chair missing, gold earring in left ear
Crown: Elongated Kushite cap crown
Tang: None, metal platform under feet
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Media/Manufacture: Bronze gold; unknown casting technique
Height: 18 cm
Reference: Bianchi, Egyptian Bronzes cat.27, p. 116-119.
14. Name: Kneeling Statuette of Amasis (Figure 4.14)
Date: Late Period, Dynasty 26
Dated by: Inscription
Current Location: Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, NY
Accession/Object Number: 35.9.3
Provenience: Egypt
Brief Description: Kneeling, arms hold nw pots, traces of gilding
Crown: Nemes headdress
Tang: Four, approximately 2.3 cm long, beneath knees and feet
Media/Manufacture: Bronze, gold inlay; solid-cast
Height: 10.9 cm
Reference: Hill cat. 31, p. 166; plate 60, p. 345
15. Name: Kneeling Statuette of a Late Period King (Figures 4.15.1-4.15.3)
Date: Late Period, Dynasty 26
Dated By: Marsha Hill
Current Location: Staatliche Museum Ägyptischer Kunst, Munich, Germany
Accession/Object Number: ÄS 6043
Provenience: Unknown
Brief Description: Kneeling, arms outstretched, open palms facing inwards
Crown: Blue/khepresh crown, raised discs
Tang: Tangs broken off?
Media/Manufacture: Bronze; unknown casting technique
Height: 13.5 cm
Reference: Hill cat. 212, p. 217; plate 56, p. 341
16. Name: Kneeling Statuette of a Late Period King (Figure 4.16)
Date: Late Period, Dynasty 26 or 29
Dated By: Bernard Bothmer, Karol Myśliwiec
Current Location: British Museum, London, England, UK
Accession/Object Number: EA64369
Provenience: Egypt
Brief Description: Kneeling, arms outstretched, open palms facing inwards
Crown: Blue/khepresh crown
Tang: Two, between knees and feet?
Media/Manufacture: Bronze; solid-cast?
Height: 16.5 cm
Reference: Hill 193, p. 212; plate 68, p. 353

17. Name: Kneeling Statuette of a Late Period King (Figure 4.17)
Date: Late Period, Dynasty 26 or 29
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Dated By: Bernard Bothmer, Karol Myśliwiec
Current Location: Nelson-Aktins Museum of Fine Art, Kansas City, MO
Accession/Object Number: 53-13
Provenience: Unknown
Brief Description: Kneeling, arms broken near/above elbows
Crown: Blue/khepresh crown
Tang: Unknown
Media/Manufacture: Bronze; solid-cast?
Height: 20.5 cm
Reference: Hill cat. 32, p. 166-167; plate 65, p. 350
18. Name: Striding Statuette of a King Worshiping an Ichneumon (Figures 4.18.1-4.18.2)
Date: Late Period, Dynasties 26-31
Dated By: Museum staff
Current Location: Brooklyn Museum of Art, Brooklyn, NY
Accession/Object Number: 76.105.2
Provenience: Unknown
Brief Description: Striding before an ichneumon, possibly holding traces of a shenring
Crown: Cap crown
Tang: Integral platform
Media/Manufacture: Bronze; unknown casting technique
Height: 7 cm
Reference: Hill cat. 74, p. 182
19. Name: Statuette of a Mother Goddess and Divine Son (Figures 4.20.1-4.20.2)
Date: Late Period, Dynasty 26 – Ptolemaic Period
Dated By: Robert Bianchi
Current Location: Fondation Gandur pour l’Art, Geneva, Switzerland
Accession/Object Number: FGA-ARCH-EG-128
Provenience: Unknown
Brief Description: Sitting on mother’s lap with arms at side
Crown: Cap crown
Tang: One tapering tang on platform under mother’s feet
Media/Manufacture: Bronze; unknown casting technique
Height: Unknown; mother goddess 38.6 cm
Reference: Bianchi, Egyptian Bronzes cat. 44, p. 166-169
20. Name: Striding Statuette of a Late Period King (Figure 4.21.1-4.21.2)
Date: Late Period, Dynasty 30?
Dated By: Edna Russmann, Marsha Hill
Current Location: Museé d’Art et Histoire, Geneva, Switzerland
Accession/Object Number: D 215
Provenience: Unknown
Brief Description: Striding, right arm extending outward
Crown: Elongated cap crown
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Tang: Two, under each foot of thick platform
Media/Manufacture: Bronze; solid-cast
Height: 27.8 cm
Reference: Hill cat. 130, p. 197; plate 78, p. 363
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APPENDIX 2: FIGURES

Figure 1.1 and 1.2 (cat. 1): IEAA Statuette, Front and Back Views. At the Institute of
Egyptian Art and Archeology (UM/IEAA 1990.1.29). Source: Photography courtesy of
the Institute of Egyptian Art and Archaeology at the University of Memphis.
Photograph: Dr. Patricia Podzorski.
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Predynastic Period

ca. 4500–3100 B.C.

Early Dynastic Period, Dynasties 1–2

ca. 3100–2649 B.C.

Old Kingdom, Dynasties 3–6

ca. 2649–2150 B.C.

First Intermediate Period, Dynasties 7–first half of 11

ca. 2150–2030 B.C.

Middle Kingdom, Dynasties second half 11–13
Dynasty 12
Amenemhat III

ca. 2030–1640 B.C.
ca. 1981–1802 B.C.
ca. 1859–1813 B.C.

Second Intermediate Period, Dynasties 14–17

ca. 1640–1540 B.C.

New Kingdom, Dynasties 18–20
Dynasty 18
Thutmose III
Amenhotep IV
Akhenaten
Tutankhamun
Dynasty 19
Ramesses II
Dynasty 20
Ramesses V

ca. 1550–1070 B.C.
ca. 1550–1295 B.C.
ca. 1479–1425 B.C.
ca. 1353–1349 B.C.
ca. 1349–1336 B.C.
ca. 1336–1327 B.C.
ca. 1295–1185 B.C.
ca. 1279–1213 B.C.
ca. 1186–1070 B.C.
ca. 1147–1143 B.C.

Third Intermediate Period, Dynasties 21-25
Dynasty 21
Dynasty 22 (Libyan)
Osorkon I
Dynasty 23
Peftjaubast
Dynasty 25 (Nubian)
Taharqa (Loses control of Lower Egypt)

ca. 1070–664 B.C.
ca. 1070–945 B.C.
ca. 945–712 B.C.
ca. 924–889 B.C.
ca. 818–713 B.C.
ca. 740–725 B.C.
ca. 712–664 B.C.
ca. 690–664 B.C.

Late Period, Dynasties 26-31
Dynasty 26 (Saite)
Amasis
Dynasty 29
Dynasty 30

ca. 664–332 B.C.
688–252 B.C.
570–526 B.C.
399–380 B.C.
380–343 B.C.

Macedonian Period

332–304 B.C.

Ptolemaic Period

304–30 B.C.

Roman Period

30 B.C.–364 A.D.

Figure 1.3: Select Chronology of Ancient Egypt. Sources: “Egypt, 8000-2000 B.C.,”
Heilbrunn Timeline of Art History, Metropolitan Museum of Art, accessed March 10,
2015, http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/ht/?period=02&region=afe; “Egypt, 2000-1000
B.C.,” Heilbrunn Timeline of Art History, Metropolitan Museum of Art, accessed March
10, 2015, http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/ht/?period=03&region=afe; “Egypt, 1000
B.C.-1 A.D.,” Heilbrunn Timeline of Art History, Metropolitan Museum of Art, accessed
March 10, 2015, http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/ht/?period=04&region=afe; “List of
Rulers of Ancient Egypt and Nubia,” Heilbrunn Timeline of Art History, Metropolitan
Museum of Art, accessed March 10, 2015,
http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/phar/hd_phar.htm.
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Figures 2.1 and 2.2 (cat. 1): IEAA Statuette, Proper Right and Left Profiles. At the
Institute of Egyptian Art and Archeology (UM/IEAA 1990.1.29). Source: Photography
courtesy of the Institute of Egyptian Art and Archaeology at the University of Memphis.
Photograph: Dr. Patricia Podzorski.
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Figures 2.3-2.6 (cat. 1): IEAA Statuette, Head and Cap Crown, Proper Right, Proper
Left, Front View, and Back View. At the Institute of Egyptian Art and Archeology
(UM/IEAA 1990.1.29). Source: Photography courtesy of the Institute of Egyptian Art
and Archaeology at the University of Memphis. Photograph: Dr. Patricia Podzorski.
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Figure 2.7: Illustration of a Cap Crown. Source: W.V. Davies, “The Origin of the Blue
Crown,” Journal of Egyptian Archaeology 68 (1982): 75 (Figure 16).

Figure 2.8: Illustration of a Blue Crown. Source: Tom Hardwick, “The Iconography of
the Blue Crown in the New Kingdom,” Journal of Egyptian Archaeology 89 (2003): 118
(Figure 1).
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Figures 2.9 and 2.10 (cat. 1): IEAA Statuette, Torso, Front and Back Views. At the
Institute of Egyptian Art and Archeology (UM/IEAA 1990.1.29). Source: Photography
courtesy of the Institute of Egyptian Art and Archaeology at the University of Memphis.
Photograph: Dr. Patricia Podzorski.
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Figure 2.11 (cat. 1): IEAA Statuette from the Pre-1949 “Brooks Egyptian Collection”
Album (UM/IEAA 1990.1.36). Source: Maguid Sameda, “The Brooks Egyptian
Collection” (Egypt: unpublished album, 1949), photo accompanying entry 24.
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Figure 2.12: Illustration of a Blue Crown with Circlets. Source: W.V. Davies, “The
Origin of the Blue Crown,” Journal of Egyptian Archaeology 68 (1982): 73 (Figure 11).
Figure 2.13: Striding Statue of Montuemhat (Dynasty 25-26). Grey granite. From
Karnak. At the Egyptian Museum in Cairo. Source: Gay Robins, The Art of Ancient
Egypt (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1997), 228.
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Figures 2.14 and 2.15: Statues of Amun-Ra Pantheo and Amun Panetho (Late Period).
Bronze. At the Egyptian Museum in Cairo. Source: Alessandro Bongioanni and Maria
Sole Croce, ed., The Treasures of Ancient Egypt From the Egyptian Museum in Cairo
(New York: Universe Publishing, 2003), 544-545.

Figure 2.16: Composite Deity Statue of Anubis and Falcon God (Late Period, Dynasties
26-31). Bronze. At the Oriental Institute, University of Chicago. Source: Emily Teeter,
Treasures from the Collections of the Oriental Institute University of Chicago (Chicago:
Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago, 2003), 88-89.
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Figure 2.17: Illustration of Crook and Flail Offering. Source: Sylvie Cauville, Offerings
to the Gods in Egyptian Temples (Leuven/Paris/Walpole: Peeters, 2012), 162.
Figure 2.18: Relief of Figure Offering the Crook and Flail to Khonsu. From Karnak.
Source: Sylvie Cauville, Offerings to the Gods in Egyptian Temples
(Leuven/Paris/Walpole: Peeters, 2012), 163.

Figures 2.19.1 and 2.19.2: Sandal-Bearers with Narmer on the Verso and Recto of the
Narmer Palette (Early Dynastic Period, early Dynasty 1). From Hierakonpolis. At the
Egyptian Museum in Cairo. Source: Francesco Tiradritti, ed., Egyptian Treasures from
the Egyptian Museum in Cairo (New York: Harry N. Abrams, Inc., 1999), 40-41.
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Figure 3.1: Line Drawing of Metalsmiths Heating and Pounding (?) Metal (Old
Kingdom, Dynasty 4). From the Mastaba of Meresankh III, Giza, Main Room, East Wall
(South of Entrance), Fifth Register. Source: Dows Dunham and William Kelly Simpson,
Giza Mastabas I: The Mastaba of Queen Mersyankh III, G7530-7540 (New Haven:
Eastern Press, Inc., 1974), Plate IIIb, Figure 5.
Figure 3.2: Map of Egyptian Copper Mines and Sources. Source: University College
London, “Copper in Egypt,” Digital Egypt for Universities, University College London,
2001, accessed April 25, 2014, http://www.ucl.ac.uk/museumsstatic/digitalegypt//metal/copper.html.
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Figure 3.3: Line Drawing of Metalsmiths Weighing, Melting, Smelting, and Hammering
Metal (Old Kingdom, Dynasty 6). From the Mastaba of Mereruka, Saqqara, Chamber
A3, East Wall, Scene 2. Source: Prentice Duell, Mastaba of Mereruka, Part I (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1938), Plate 30.
Figure 3.4: Wax Figurine of the God Thoth (Third Intermediate Period-Late Period).
Wax. At the Ägyptisches Museum der Rheinischen, Friedrich-Wilhelms-Universität
Bonn. Source: Martin Fitzenreiter, Christian E. Loeben, Dietrich Rane, and Uta
Wallenstein, ed., Gegossene Götter: Metallhandwerk und Massproduktion im alten
Ägypten (Rahden/Westf.: Verlag Marie Leidorf GmbH, 2014), 275 (cat. I.58).
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Figures 3.5.1 and 3.5.2: Casting Mold for an Anuket Statuette and CT-Scan of Said
Mold (Late Period). Clay, bronze. At the Ägyptisches Museum der Rheinischen,
Friedrich-Wilhelms-Universität Bonn. Source: Martin Fitzenreiter, Christian E. Loeben,
Dietrich Rane, and Uta Wallenstein, ed., Gegossene Götter: Metallhandwerk und
Massproduktion im alten Ägypten (Rahden/Westf.: Verlag Marie Leidorf GmbH, 2014),
238, 125 (cat. I.18).
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Figure 3.6: Statues of Pepi I and Himself or His Son (Old Kingdom, Dynasty 4).
Copper. From Hierakonpolis. At the Egyptian Museum in Cairo (Cairo JE 33034).
Source: Martin Fitzenreiter, Christian E. Loeben, Dietrich Rane, and Uta Wallenstein,
ed., Gegossene Götter: Metallhandwerk und Massproduktion im alten Ägypten
(Rahden/Westf.: Verlag Marie Leidorf GmbH, 2014), 84.
Figure 3.7: Bronze Shabti of Wendjebauendjed (Third Intermediate Period, Dynasty 21,
Reign of Psusennes I) Bronze. From Tanis. At the Stiftung Niedersachsen, Hannover:
Schenkung Pellig/Zarnitz. Source: Martin Fitzenreiter, Christian E. Loeben, Dietrich
Rane, and Uta Wallenstein, ed., Gegossene Götter: Metallhandwerk und Massproduktion
im alten Ägypten (Rahden/Westf.: Verlag Marie Leidorf GmbH, 2014), 328 (cat. III.10).
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Figure 3.8: Amulet of the Goddess Mut (Third Intermediate Period, Dynasty 25?).
Belonging to the Collection of the Fondation Gandur pour l’Art (FGA-ARCH-EG-489).
Source: Véronique Pittori and Noémie Monbaron, ed., Egyptian Bronzes: Fondation
Gandur Pour l’Art (Bern: Till Schaap Edition, 2014), 95 (cat. 20).
Figure 3.9: Cult Statue of Amun (New Kingdom, Early Dynasty 19?). At the British
Museum (BM EA60006). Source: Edna R. Russmann, Eternal Egypt: Masterworks of
Ancient Art from the British Museum (London: British Museum publications, 2001), 172173 (cat. 82).
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Figure 3.10: Small Gold Shrine and Ebony Base of Tutankhamun (New Kingdom,
Dynasty 18, Reign of Tutankhamun). From the tomb of Tutankhamun, Valley of the
Kings, KV62. At the Egyptian Museum in Cairo (Cairo JE 61481). Source: Zahi
Hawass, King Tutankhamun: The treasures of the Tomb (London: Thames and Hudson,
2007), 59.
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Figure 3.11: Painting of the Processional Barque of Mut with Metal Figurines on Deck,
Copied from the Chapel of the God Amun-Re (New Kingdom, Dynasty 19, Reign of Seti
I). From Abydos, Temple of King Seti I. Source: Gay Robins, The Art of Ancient Egypt
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1997), 175.
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Figure 3.12: Worshipper Kneeling Before the God Anubis (Third Intermediate PeriodLate Period, Dynasty 25-26). Bronze, gold. From Temple of Amun at Karnak Cachette?
At the Walters Art Museum, Baltimore, MD (Walters 54.400). Source: “Worshipper
Kneeling Before the God Anubis,” Walters Art Museum, accessed March 10, 2015,
http://art.thewalters.org/detail/5710/a-worshipper-kneeling-before-the-god-anubis. Image
reproduced under Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported License.
Figure 3.13: Pendant of Osiris, Isis, and Horus inscribed for Osorkon II (Third
Intermediate Period, Dynasty22). Gold. lapis lazuli, red glass. At the Museé du Louvre,
Paris, France (Louvre E6204). Source: Jimmy Dunn, “Osorkon II, of Egypt’s 22nd
Dynasty,” TourEgypt.Net, accessed March 10, 2015,
http://www.touregypt.net/featurestories/osorkon2.htm .
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`
Figure 3.14: View of Temple Cache from Above. Source: Sue Davies, “Bronzes from
the Sacred Animal Necropolis at North Saqqara,” in Gifts for the Gods: Images from
Egyptian Temples, ed. Marsha Hill (New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,
2007), 179.
Figure 3.15: Isis with Harpocrates in Wrappings. Source: Sue Davies, “Bronzes from
the Sacred Animal Necropolis at North Saqqara,” in Gifts for the Gods: Images from
Egyptian Temples, ed. Marsha Hill (New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,
2007), 180.
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Figure 3.16.1 (cat. 1): IEAA Statuette, Right Side Showing Break in Arm. At the
Institute of Egyptian Art and Archeology (UM/IEAA 1900.1.29). Source: Photography
courtesy of the Institute of Egyptian Art and Archaeology at the University of Memphis.
Photograph: Dr. Patricia Podzorski.
Figure 3.16.2 (cat. 1): IEAA Statuette, Back of Crown Showing Damage. At the
Institute of Egyptian Art and Archeology (UM/IEAA 1900.1.29). Source: Photography
courtesy of the Institute of Egyptian Art and Archaeology at the University of Memphis.
Photograph: Dr. Patricia Podzorski.
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Figures 3.17.1-3.17.3: Head, Torso, and Right Leg of a Priest (Third Intermediate
Period-Late Period, Dynast 25to early Dynasty 26). From Samos, Heraion. At the
Archeological Museum, Vathy, Samos, Greece. Source: Edna R. Russmann, “Statue of a
Man with a Kilt Panel and Leopard Skin,” in Gifts for the Gods: Images from Egyptian
Temples, ed. Marsha Hill (New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, 2007),
112.
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Figure 3.18: X-ray of Four Cat Sarcophagi, With Letter “E” Indicating Lead Cores (Late
Period). At the Metropolitan Museum of Art. Source: Deborah Schorsch, “Technical
Examinations of Ancient Egyptian Theriomorphic Hollow Cast Bronzes – Some Case
Studies,” in Conservation of Ancient Egyptian Materials, ed. Sarah C. Watkins and Carol
E. Brown (Kent: Whitstable Litho Ltd., 1988), 46.
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Figure 3.19: Statue of Queen Napir-Asu (Middle Elamite Period, 14th Century B.C.). At
the Musée du Louvre (Louvre Sb 2731). Source: Prudence O. Harper, Joan Aruz, and
Françoise Tallon, eds., The Royal City of Susa: Ancient Near Eastern Treasures in the
Louvre (New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1992), 132-135.
.
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Figure 3.20 (cat. 1): IEAA Statuette, Back View Highlighting Insertion Points. At the
Institute of Egyptian Art and Archeology (UM/IEAA 1990.1.29). Source: Photography
courtesy of the Institute of Egyptian Art and Archaeology at the University of Memphis.
Photograph: Dr. Patricia Podzorski.
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Figure 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 (cat. 2): Kneeling Statuette of Thutmose III. At the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, New York, NY (MMA 1995.21). Source: “Ritual Statuette of Thutmose
III,” Metropolitan Museum of Art, accessed March 10, 2015,
http://www.metmuseum.org/collection/the-collection-online/search/547772. Images are
reproduced under the Met’s Open Access for Scholarly Content (OASC).
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Figure 4.2 (cat. 3): Standing Statuette of an Amarna King. At the Walters Art Museum,
Baltimore, MD (Walters 54.406). Source: “Standing Amarna King,” Walters Art
Museum, accessed March 10, 2015, http://art.thewalters.org/detail/8931/standingamarna-king. Image reproduced under Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0
Unported License.
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Figure 4.3 (cat. 4): Gold Staff Terminal of Tutankhamun. At the Egyptian Museum in
Cairo (Cairo JE 61665). Source: T.G.H. James, Tutankhamun (Vercelli, Italy:
Friedman/Fairfax Publishers, 2000), 269.
Figure 4.4 (cat. 5): Silver Staff Terminal of Tutankhamun. At the Egyptian Museum in
Cairo (Cairo JE 61666). Source: Zahi Hawass, Tutankhamun and the Golden Age of the
Pharaohs (Washington, D.C.: National Geographic Society, 2005), 191.
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Figure 4.5.1 and 4.5.2 (cat. 6): Kneeling Statuette of Tutankhamun with Detail of Head
Profile. At the University of Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology,
Philadelphia, PA (Penn E14295). Source: “Statue,” Penn Museum, accessed March 10,
2015, http://www.penn.museum/collections/object/331824. Images courtesy of the Penn
Museum.
Figure 4.6: Profile of the Mask of Tutankhamun (New Kingdom, Dynasty 18, Reign of
Tutankhamun). Gold, glass, precious and semi-precious stones. From the tomb of
Tutankhamun, Valley of the Kings, KV62. At the Egyptian Museum in Cairo (Cairo JE
60672). Source: Nicolas Reeves, The Complete Tutankhamun: the King, the Tomb, the
Royal Treasure (New York: Thames and Hudson, 1990), 111.
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Figure 4.7 (cat. 7): Kneeling Statuette of Ramesses II. Owned by a private collector in
Geneva. Source: Marsha Hill, Royal Bronze Statuary from Ancient Egypt: With Special
Attention to the Kneeling Pose (Leiden/Boston: Brill/Styx, 2004), 291, plate 6.
Figure 4.8 (cat. 8): Torso of Ramesses V. At the Fitzwilliam Museum (Fitzwilliam
E.213.1954). Source: Eleni Vassilika, “Egyptian Bronze Sculpture before the Late
Period,” in Chief of Seers: Egyptian Studies in Memory of Cyril Aldred, ed. Elizabeth
Goring, Nicolas Reeves, and John Ruffle (London/New York: Kegan Paul International,
1997), 302 (Figure5).
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Figure 4.9.1 and 4.9.2 (cat. 9): Striding Statuette of a King Offering Maat. At the
Museé du Louvre (Louvre E 27431). Source #1: Marsha Hill, Royal Bronze Statuary
from Ancient Egypt: With Special Attention to the Kneeling Pose (Leiden/Boston:
Brill/Styx, 2004), 299, plate 14. Source #2: Jaromir Malek, Egypt: 4000 Years of Art
(London: Phaidon Press Limited, 2003), 279.
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Figure 4.10.1-4.10.2 (cat. 10): Striding Statuette of Osorkon I. At the Brooklyn
Museum of Art, Brooklyn, New York (Brooklyn 57.92). Source: “King Osorkon I,”
Brooklyn Museum, accessed March 10, 2015,
http://www.brooklynmuseum.org/opencollection/objects/3635. Images are reproduced
under Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported License.
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Figure 4.11 (cat. 11): Kneeling Statuette of King Peftjauabast. At the Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston, MA (MFA, B 1977.16). Source: “Kneeling Statuette of King
Peftjauawybast,” Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, accessed March 10, 2015,
http://www.mfa.org/collections/object/kneeling-statuette-of-king-peftjauawybast-164372.
Photograph © Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.
Figure 4.12 (cat. 12): Kneeling Statuette of Usermaatre Sotepenimen. At the Walters
Art Museum, Baltimore, MD (Walters 54.2093). Source: “Statuette of a Kneeling King,”
Walters Art Museum, accessed March 10, 2015,
http://art.thewalters.org/detail/5113/statuette-of-a-kneeling-king. Image reproduced
under Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported License.
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Figure 4.13 (cat. 13): Sitting Statuette of a Kushite Child-God. Owned by the Fondation
Gandur pour l’Art (FGA-ARCH-EG-361). Source: Robert Steven Bianchi, “Statuette of
a Child-God,” in Véronique Pittori,and Noémie Monbaron, eds., Egyptian Bronzes:
Fondation Gandur pour l’Art (Bern: Till Schaap Edition, 2014), 117.
Figure 4.14 (cat. 14): Kneeling Statuette of King Amasis. At the Metropolitan Museum
of Art, New York, NY (MMA 35.9.3). Source: “Statuette of Amasis,” Metropolitan
Museum of Art, accessed March 10, 2015, http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/works-ofart/35.9.3. Image is reproduced under the Met’s Open Access for Scholarly Content
(OASC).
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Figure 4.15.1- 4.15.3 (cat. 15): Kneeling Statuette of a Late Period King with Profile and
Detail of Head Profile. At the Staatliche Museum Ägyptisher Kunst, Munich, Germany
(Munich ÄS 6043). Source #1: Marsha Hill, Royal Bronze Statuary from Ancient Egypt:
With Special Attention to the Kneeling Pose (Leiden/Boston: Brill/Styx, 2004), 341 (plate
56). Source #2: Silvia Schoske and Dietrich Wildung, Ägyptishe Kunst
München:Katalog-Handbuch zur Staatlichen Sammlung Ägyptisher Kunst München
(München: Karl M. Lipp Verlag, 1985), 109.
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Figure 4.16 (cat. 16): Kneeling Statuette of a Late Period King. At the British Museum,
London, England, UK (BM EA64369). Source: “Figure,” British Museum, accessed
March 10, 2015,
http://www.britishmuseum.org/research/collection_online/collection_object_details.aspx?
objectId=111571&partId=1 . Photograph © Trustees of the British Museum.
Figure 4.17 (cat. 17): Kneeling Statuette of a Late Period King. At the Nelson-Aktins
Museum of Fine Art, Kansas City, MO (Nelson-Aktins 53-13). Source: Bernard
Bothmer, Egyptian Sculpture of the Late Period: 700 B.C. to A.D. 100 (Brooklyn:
Brooklyn Museum, 1960), plate 67 (Figure 173).
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Figure 4.18.1 and 4.18.2 (cat. 18): Striding Statuette of a King Worshiping an
Ichneumon At the Brooklyn Museum of Art, Brooklyn, New York (Brooklyn 76.105.2).
Source: “King and Ichneumon,” Brooklyn Museum, accessed March 10, 2015,
http://www.brooklynmuseum.org/opencollection/objects/3856/King_and_Ichneumon.
Images are reproduced under Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported
License.
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Figure 4.19: Standing Statue of Ptolemy II Philadelphos. At the British Museum,
London, England, UK (BM EA38442). Source: “Bronze statue of Ptolemy II wearing an
elephant skin,” British Museum, accessed April 4, 2015,
http://www.britishmuseum.org/research/collection_online/collection_object_details.aspx?
assetId=174050001&objectId=121736&partId=1. Photograph © Trustees of the British
Museum.
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Figure 4.20.1 and 4.20.2 (cat. 19): Statuette of a Mother Goddess and Divine Son with
Detail View. Owned by the Fondation Gandur pour l’Art (FGA-ARCH-EG-128).
Source: Robert Bianchi, “Statuette of a Mother Goddess Nursing Her Divine Son,” in
Véronique Pittori,and Noémie Monbaron, eds., Egyptian Bronzes: Fondation Gandur
pour l’Art (Bern: Till Schaap Edition, 2014), 167.
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Figure 4.21.1 and 4.21.2 (cat. 20): Striding Statuette of a Late Period King. At the
Museé d’Art et Histoire, Geneva, Switzerland (MAH D 215). Source #1: Marsha Hill,
Royal Bronze Statuary from Ancient Egypt: With Special Attention to the Kneeling Pose
(Leiden/Boston: Brill/Styx, 2004), 363, plate 78. Source #2: “Statuette,” Musée d’Art et
d’Histoire (MAH), accessed March 10, 2015, http://www.villege.ch/musinfo/bd/mah/collections/detail.php?type_search=simple&lang=fr&criteria=Pha
raon&terms=full&pos=1&id=1233592. © Musée d’art et d’histoire, Geneva, Inventory
No. D 0215.
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